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Overcharging Owners Are Targets

Gas Station Inspections
Have Inauspicious Start
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TVA Ready To Discuss Rebate,
Electric Rate Hike In Meeting
NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( AP ) — The
Tennessee Valley Authority prepared
today to discuss a proposed rebate and
electric rate hike when director Bob
Clement attends his first board
meeting.
For the first time in its 46-year
history, the government utility made
too much money this year. Forbidden.to
show a profit, TVA prepared today to
disclose how it plans to give at least
$100 million in surplus revenues back to
its 2.7 million consumers in seven
states.
TVA last raised its power rates 15
months ago, but officials say costs have
risen more than 13 percent since then.
Abnormally few power plant breakdowns and rains yielding record
hydroelectric output from dams,
however, lowered TVA's costs.
Two months ago, TVA Chairman S.
David Freeman and Director Richard
M. Freeman for the first time in the

agency's history canceled a 6192 percent
rate increase approved in February,
when officials predicted a $59 million
loss for fiscal 1979.
Clement,35, said two weeks ago when
he was sworn into office that he wanted
to look at TVA's present rates as "a
plateau rather than just one more step
in a series of continuous increases."
A member of the Tennessee Public
Service Commission for six years,
Clement was an unsuccessful candidate
for governor in 1978. He is the son of the
late Gov. Frank Clement.
Today's agenda includes a proposed
policy that new sites will not be used if
TVA decides to expand its nuclear
program beyond the three reactors now
operating and 14 others being built.
If more reactors are needed, the
proposed policy says, they will be built
as add-ons at Browns Ferry and the six
other sites in Alabama, Tennessee and
Mississippi where plants are under
construction.

Tracts in Hardin County in West
Tennessee and in Marshall County in
north Alabama bought as possible sites
for nuclear plants would be left alone or
used for something else.
Up for approval is the purchase of a
$300,000 device to check the sulfur
cadent of coal before it is unloaded at
TVA's Kingston power plant 45 miles
west of Knoxville.
Officials have complained that the
plant sometimes receives coal of a
poorer quality than called for in contracts with small east Kentucky and
East Tennessee strip mine operators.
Officials said there is little TVA can
do once the coal is accepted and
unloaded because conventional test
results can't be determined for several
days.
TVA provides electricity to
customers in Tennessee and portions of
Alabama, Mississippi, North Carolina,
Gecrgia, Kentucky and Virginia.

Officials Say All Boats Accounted
For After Yachting Race Disaster
By JEFF BRADLEY
Associated Press Writer
PLYMOUTH, England (AP) — Race
officials made contact with the British
yacht, Kalisana, today, and said all
boats have been accounted for in the
Fastnet yacht race disaster. The death
toll stood at 17 men dead, with two
others missing and feared drowned,
and 21 yachts sunk or abandoned.
The Royal Ocean Racing Club said all
eight crewmen aboard the British boat
were safe. Fifteen participants in the
race were killed, many swept overboard after a summer gale storm
churned up 60-foot seas on Tuesday.
Two others died from a British boat, the
Bucks Fizz, and two of its crewmen

were counted as the missing.
Ships and aircraft were still searching a wide -area of the English and
Irish coasts, in case other yachts not in
the race had been caught in the storm.
All 12 of the yachts from the United
States reported in the race made port,
American
51-year-old
a
but
businessman living in London, Frank
Ferris, was among the dead and his
yacht Ariadne was lost. The U.S. Yacht
Racing Union said one of three other
fatalities aboard the Ariadne was
Robert Robie, an American or a
Canadian living in London.
Most of the other dead were British.
Helicopters and ships pulled at least
136 survivors from the raging seas after
the freak storm Tuesday smashed into

Mexican Crude Oil Coats
South Padre Island Coast
CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas (AP) —
Thick swaths of runaway Mexican
crude oil coated nearly three miles of
glistening resort beaches on South
Padre Island early today, and officials
say tourism is down 30 percent.
Coast Guard Lt. Cmdr. Jim
Paskewich said late Wednesday night
that the brownish-black goo was
washing up on the white sand beaches
just north of a plush strip of hotels and
condominurns.
The threetootrwide ribbon stretched
about 2v2 miles up a drive-on beach
used for camping, swimming and
fishing.
"It appears right now that it will be
north of the hotel beaches, but it will be
are to them. It will be very noticeable,

that is for sure," said Paskewich, a
leader of the government task force
trying to defend against history's worst
oil spill.
Paskewich said clean-up crews would
begin removing the oil shortly after
daybfeak.
Almost 10 miles of tourist beaches
along the northern end of the scenic 100mile-long island were hit Tuffiday and
Wednesday by the sticky mess from 500
miles south in the Bay of Campeche,
where the Mexican' offshore oil well
Ixtoc I blew out June 3.
South Padre Island, the highlight of
the South Texas coast for tourists, had
escaped most of the oil before Wednesday night, receiving only scattered
small tar balls and two larger globs.

the fleet of 306 yachts in the 605-mile
Fastnet Race from the English Channel
to southern Ireland and back. One of
at the rescue center said it was
"the biggest operation of its kind ever
carried out in British waters."
Lloyd's of London refused to say what
the insurance on the lost and damaged
boats would total, but one broker said
the bill could total $9 million.
Winds were light when the race began
last Saturday, but the skippers were
warned to expect heavy weather
Monday. The first gale warnings were
broadcast at midday Monday.
Jim Hardy, helmsman of the
Australian yacht Impetuous, said he
had never encountered such giant and
fast-running waves. But officials of the
Royal Ocean Racing Club defended the
handling of the race.
"What people don't understand is
that once the race is started, there is no
means of communicating with the
boats," Alan Green, the secretary of
the club, told a news conferne-e
"There is no way a race committee can
say, 'Stop, come home."

Ambulance Panel
Report To Highlight
Hospital Board Meet
A report of the first joint ambulance
committee meeting will highlight the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board meeting,to be held at 7 tonight in
the hospital board room.
Other items on the agenda Include a
hospital
landscaping
grounds
presentation by Larry Bartlett, Murray
State University campus planning
director; a review of -the financial
statement; and a review of the building
program.

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Spot
inspections of independent gasoline
stations in Kentucky for compliance
with federal price ceilings for the fuel
got off to an inauspicious start Aug. 6.
Assistant Attorney General Robert
Bullock, whose Consumer Protection
Division is conducting the checks, got a
call from two of his inspectors.
"It seems their
was
car
overheating," Bullock said. "They
wanted to know if they should inform
the station owner who they were before
or after he fixed the car."
The car, which belonged to the state
police, was not fixed and was returned
to Frankfort. However, the inspections
have continued and Bullock reported
Wednesday that they have found more
than 10 percent of the stations checked
have been overcharging their
customers.
Bullock said that while the figure was
higher than he had anticipated, he felt
the majority of station owners are
trying to comply with the law.
Bullock said the overcharges have
not exceeded three cents per gallon and
some were apparently unintentional
miscalculations by the station owners.
Five staff members, including
Bullock, have been making the spot
inspections, which only cover independent gasoline stations and not
company-owned stations.
Bullock, who was interviewed prior to
leaving for the Ashland area, said all
areas of the state have been checked
except northern Kentucky.
The federal law limits independent
gasoline station owners to a gross profit

of 15.4 cents per gallon.
Bullock said 160 stations had been
checked as of Tuesday and 18 notices of
probable violation had been issued. The
notices are similar to police citations.
A dealer who receives a notice has 30
days to request either an informal
hearing by the attorney general or a
formal hearing by the U.S. Department
of Energy. The dealer has the right to
appeal the administrative ruling in a
court of law.
The maximum penalty for a nonwillful violation of the price ceiling is a
fine of $2,500 per grade per day of
violation. A willful violtion can bring a
fine of up to $10,000 per grade per day.
Bullock said most dealers have been

surprisingly cooperative, even those
who have been cited.
"Most stapons were aware we were
coming and • have been most
cooperative," Bullock said.
However, Bullock said that in most
cases of violations there will be an
attempt to collect some money, even if
it is not the maximum.
Bullock said the inspections will
continue and there are no plans to stop
them.
Kentucky is conducting the inspections under a delegation of
authority by the federal government
that was requested by state Attorney
General Robert Stephens, whose office
is paying the cost of the inspections.

Drivers To Find High
Prices, Less Product
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Some
tightening in gasoline supplies and
availability along with still higher
prices pill be found by motorists
travelling Kentucky's major highways
during the coinin,g week, according to
the fuel guage survey of the Blue Grass
and Triple A auto clubs.
Eleven percent of the stations
reported being out of one or more
grades of fuel, the majority of which
were in the southcentral and west
sections of the state, the survey
revealed. Availability decreased 4 to 8
percent as 67 percent of the stations are
closing by 8 p.m. Monday through
Friday, 47 percent closed by 6 p.m.

Saturday and 68 percent closed on
Sunday.
Around-the-clock operations
remained unchanged with 14 percent
open 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
The survey also showed another half
cent increase in gasoline costs.
The average price per gallon at full
service pumps is now 96.5 cents for
regular, $1.00.7 for premium and 99.7
cents for no lead. Self-service prices
ranged two to five cents lower with the
average prive per gallon at 91.3 cents
for regular, 98.4 cents for premium and
95.7 cents for no lead.
Deisel fuel jumped 1.7 cents to an
average of 95 cents per gallon.

Federal Grand Jury Continues
Investigating State Government
By MARIA BRA DEN
Associated Press Writer
—
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A special
federal grend jury, resuming its investigation of alleged wrongdoing in

Local First Place
Winners At Fair
Are Announced
A Calloway County Future Farmers
of America teara.took first place honors
in the Kentucky State Fair tobacco
grading contest.
Consisting of Tripp Furches, Tim
Feltner and Jimmy Johnson, the team
won the air cured grading competition
and placed second both in fire cured
and burley cured grading.
It was the fifth consecutive year that
a Calloway County team won the air
cured event.
Feltner was the high individual .
scorer in the fire cured contest.
In other fair events, the Jersey
Herdsman Award, a special award
given for the four cleanest and most
attractive exhibits, was given to the
Stubblefield Jersey Farm.
The ZMO Rabbitry took first places in
the Lilac English Senior Buck and
Senior Doe in the rabbit competition.
Fancy Rabbitry won the Lilac English
Junior Doe event.
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not as cool tonight
Fair and not as cool tonight.
Lows in the upper 50s to low 60s
Mostly sunny and warmer
Friday. Highs in the mid to upper
Kentucky Extended Forecast
A few scattered showers and
thunderstorms in the state
Saturday and Sunday, clearing
Monday. Early morning lows wil'
be in the upper 50s to mid 60s
during the period and highs will
be in the 80s.

state government today, apparently
focused for the third day on insurance
contracts awarded by the state.
The first witness to appear before the
panel in a closeddoor session this
morning declined to identify himself,
but said he held state insurance contracts.
The same witness testified last week
and said he was asked to return today
and to bring additional documents.
The witness said the jury did not
suggest that he was involved in any
wrongdoing, but he did not want to give
his name because he was afraid it
might result in a loss of business for his
agency.
"As best I can tell, they (the jurors)
will check all people who do (insurance) business with the state," he
said.
The jury is conducting its probe
under the direction of attorneys from
the U.S. Justice Department's Public
Integrity Section, following the sudden
withdrawal last week of U.S. Attorney
Patrick Molloy of Lexington.
A third prosecutor was added to the
staff today, identified as Mel Dildine.
Molloy said his withdrawal was
necessary to maintain the investigation's appearance of impartiality.
Molloy's withdrawal carne as the
grand jury began focusing on state
insurance contracts from 1972 to 1979.
The panel spent two days last week
hearing CLOsed-door testimony from
state Insurance Commissioner Harold
McGuffey and several insurance agents
who do business with the state.
Earlier the jury spent several days

Overbey New
President Of
Bar Association
Ed Overbey was installed last week
as president of the Calloway County
Bar Association. He succeeds outgoing
president Steve Sanders.
Other newly elected officers of the
association are Gary Haverstock, vice
president, and Richard Jones,
secretary-treasurer.Overbey, a partner with his father
and brother in the law firm of Overbey,
Overbey and Overbey, has practiced
law in Murray for 13 years. Prior to that
time, he practiced in Ohio for one year.
He is a graduate of Murray State
University and Chase Law School.
The Murray native is the son of
George Ed Overbey Sr and the late
Reba Mae Overbey. He is marrieid to
the former Jacqueline O'Neill Arvin of
Danville, and they are the parents of
two children, KeWe, 14, and David, 10,

looking into the state's $159,000 contract
with Learning Development Corp. of
Nashville, Tenn. The contract reportedly was awarded after former state
Howard
Chairman
Democratic
"Sonny" Hunt arranged a meeting
between the company president and a
state Human Resources Department
official.
The jury also has looked into Hunt's
bitsinesss dealings. Several witnesses
said they were asked about their
business relationships with Hunt.
Hunt's wife JoAnn arid son Alan were
among those subpoenaed to testify last
week.
The grand jury, which has met a total
of seven days since it was empaneled
June 14, is also expected to look into
other state contracts and leases, the
purchase of state vehicles, exemptions
to the state's motor vehicle usage tax
and the issuance of strip mine permits.

Lions Club
Completes Plans
For Anniversary
George Lilly, president of the Murray
Lions Club, announced today that plans
are complete for the 40th anniversary
celebration. The event is scheduled for
7:00 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 11, at
Calloway County High School.
Principal speaker will be Finis E.
Davis of Louisville, a past president of
Lions International.
The program will be a ladies night
and will follow an agenda similiar to the
Charter Night celebration of November
14, 1939. The club was organized Sept.
14, 1939, with twenty four charter
members. Bryan Tolley is the only
active charter member in the club.
President Lilly said that former
Lions and friends of the Murray lions
Club are invited, to attend the
celebration. He requested that anyone
wishing to attend to make reservations
by Sept. 1 with Joe Pat James, 803
Doran Road, Murray, Ky. 42071.

County Schools To
Begin Year Aug. 31
Calloway County Schools will begin
their 1979-80 school year on August 31
with students attending during the
morning for ennollrnent purposes.
Kindergarten units will register at
their respective schools at 7 p.m. on
August 30. Kindergarten students will
not attend August 31. A typographical
error in Wedneiday's edition indicated
the wrong date for kindergarten
registration.
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Thursday. Aug. 16
Events at Kenlake State
Park will include Cecamic
Tile Ashtrays and Bead
Stringing at recreation room
at 10 a.m.; pool games at hotel
pool at 1 p.m.; kickball at
campground playground at 2
p.m.; homemade ice cream on
hotel front lawn at 3:30 p.m.;
lollipop lick-off at recreation
room at 5 p.m.; moonlight
trail ride at cost of $5 at riding
stables at 6:30 p.m.; magical
mystery show at hotel
meeting room at 8 p.in.

Thursday, Aug. 16
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall with the officers
to meet at 7 p.m.

Friday, Aug. 17
An Ice Cream Supper will be
held by the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Youth
Fellowship from 6:30 to 8 p.m.
Business and Professional at the church. The public is
Women's Club win meet at invited.
6:30 p.m. at the Triarigle
Restaurant with Mrs. Harlan
Memorial Baptist Church
Hodges as speaker.
Puppeteers will present a
performance
at
Piney'
Campground, Land Between
Baptist Young Women of
the Lakes, at 8:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church will have
a picnic with Mrs. Debbie
Newell at 6:30 p.m.
Murray Units of the
Woodmen of the World will
have their family night supper
and awards night at the WOW
Hall at 6:30 p.m. Barbecue,
fried chicken, and the trimmings will be furnished.
Men's Stag Night will be
held at the Murray Country
.Club with Steve Sanders,
Tommy Sanders. Bill Thurman, and Wells Purdom, Jr..
in charge of arrangements.

Friday. Aug. 17
Twin takers Good Sam Club
will hold its monthly campout
at Kenlake State Park. A
potluck supper will be served
Saturday' at 6 p.m. at the
campsite of J B. and Jo
Burkeen, wagonmasters.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include Who's Who
In the Plant Family? at 1
p.m., and Nature Sounds at
3:30 p.m., both at Center
Station.
Twilight Golf and club
Membership Social will be at
5:30 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club.
Hazel Cominunity Center
will open at 10 a.m. for activities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens. Lunch will be served
at 11:45 a.m.

Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
Kenlake State Park events by 9 a.m. for morning shopwill include bumper pool ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
tournament at game room at afternoon shopping.
10 a:m.; challenge of the sexes
on hotel front lawn at 1 p.m.;
Slides of a tour to Fiji, New
playground party at cam- Zealand, Australia, and
pground playground at 2:30 Tahita by Walter F'. Helfrich
p.m.; ice cream eating contest of St. Louis, Mo., will
be shown
at ice cream parlor at 3:30 at 8 p.m. at the North
Branch,
p.m.; softball at campround Peoples Bank, Murray.
There
playground at 6:30 p.m.: is no admission charge,
but
Country Trend band from tickets are necessary
which
Calloway and Marshall may be obtained at Far
Lands
County will play at hotel Travel Agency, 711
Main
meeting room at 8:30 p.m.
Street.

Meeting in interest of New
Providence Cemetery will be
held at 2:30 p.m. at the Jim
Allbritten Grocery building in
New Providence.
Country
Trend, local
country music band, will play
at 8:30 p.m. at the Hillman
Ferry Campground in the
Land Between the Lakes.

Kenlake State Park events
will include Longest Drive
Contest on No. 2 Fairway of
golf course from 9:30 a.m. to 5
p.m.; bunco at hotel meeting
room at 10 a.m.; relays at
campground playground at 1
p.m.; waterbasketall at hotel
pbol at 2:30 p.m.: frisbee golf
at hotel front lawn at 4 p.m.;
around the world ping pang at
game room at 6:30 p.m.; disco
at hotel meeting room at 8
p.m.
Choral Workshop, sponsored by the Mark Foster
Music Company. Champaign,
Ill., will be held in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University, from 9 a.m. to 3:30
p.m.
-

Wholl Pay You9.481%On Six
Month Savings Certificates?
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negctiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or more.
Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these money market
certificates. The interest is subject to change at maturity. This 9.481% rate
is effective on certificates purchased from now through August 22.

WHOU PAY YOU 7.7% ON FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATES?

If you want a longer term certificate - how about our new higher interest
FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATE? You can earn an interest rate only 1'4% below
the average four year yield on U.S. Treasury securities. The interest rate
for
August is 7.7% and yields 8.003%. The rate on new certificates is determined
the
first of each month.

WHO'LL PAY YOU 51A% ON A PASSBOOK SAVINGS?

Do you have some surplus cash you want readily available yet want to earn interest on it? Then a Blue Chip Savings account is your answer. Interest rate is 5'4%
and paid quarterly. Interest is paid from the day of deposit to day of withdrawal.

WHO'LL OFFER YOU A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS?

A substantial interest penalty is required for early withdrawal of certificates of
deposit.
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Saturday, Aug. 18
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include opening of
squirrel season; Going
Hunting at The HomeplaceIMO at 2 p.m.; Plant and
Annual Habitats at 2 p.m. and
Night Visual at 8:30 p.m., both
at Center Station; Grandma's
Kitchen at Empire Farm from
9 30a.m. to 4 p.m.

Saturday, Aug. 18
Murray Shrine Club will
have its social meeting at 6:30
p.m. at
the
Triangle
Restaurant.

KY.

Member FDIC

Miss Dunbar To Wed
Mr. Stubblefield

Sunday, Aug. 19
Country Western Night will
be held at the Murray Country
Club opening with a barbecue
at 6130 p.m. In charge of
arrangements are Messrs and
Mesdames Phil Bryan, Marty
Mattis, Jim Hal, E. W. Dennison, Pete WaldrOp, Mike
Dill, and Dr. Bob McCaughey.

Summer in the Park
at
Outdoor
Racer Football Picture Day program
Paris
at
will be held at Stewart Amphitheater
Stadium, . Murray State Landing State Park will
University, starting at 9:30 feature the Henry County
a.m. With 98 playeres ex- Choir Society at 7:30 p.m.
pected to participate, this day
Kenlake State Park events
also officially opens the
include
InterRacers' 1979 fall practice will
denominational
Worship
sessions.
Service at campground
amphitheater at 8:30 am.;
Sunday. Aug. 19
Linda Wright will present a Closest To The Hole Contest at
concert at Eastwood Baptist golf course from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.; paper airplane flying
Church at 7 p.m.
contest on hotel front lawn at
Land Between the Lakes 10 a.m.; family olympics at
events will include Grandma's campground playground at
Kitchen from 12:30 to 4 p.m. 1:30 p.m.; 8-ball tournament
and Mushroom Farming from at game room at 4 p.m.;
10 to 11 a.m. and 2 to 3 p.m., movie, "Seventh Voyage of
both at Empire Farm; Sinbad" at hotel meeting
Mammals of LBL at 2 p.m. at room at 7:30 p.m.
Center Station.

I

HOSPITAL NEWS

1

8-3-;14

Miss Jane Andrea Dunbar
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Jane
Andrea Dunbar to Hobert Burras Stubblefield, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon C. Stubblefield of Murray, has been announced
by her mother, Mrs. Paul.E. Dunbar of Paducah.
Miss Dunbar. a graduate of Lone-Oak High School. is a
graduate of the University of Kentucky College of Pharmacy.
She is now employed as a pharmacist by Begley Drugs.
Mr. Stubblefield is a graduate of Murray High School and
of Murray State University. He has done graduate work at
Emory University, Atlanta, Ga. A member of the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity, he is now part owner of Billy's Bar-H-Q,
1.exington.
The wedding will take place on Saturday. Sept. 29. at 7:30
p.m, at the Southern Hills United Methodist ('hurch,
1,ex mgton

PADUCAH PATIENT
Galon Burkeen of
Murray has been dismissed
Western
Baptist
from
Hospital, Paducah.

Newborn Admissions
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Jones. Baby Girl Wanda
Craig Redden of Murray has
Omega. Rt. 1, Hazel,
been dismissed from Lourdes
Gamble, Baby Boy Ruby,
Hospital, Paducah.
Benton,
Taylor, Baby
Rt. 8,
Girl Gait), Rt.6, Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Laurie A. Ross and
Boy. Hardin, Mrs. Melba D.
Tunilin and girl, 118 F. Craig
'Circle, Paris, Tenn„ Jerry D.
Edwards, Rt. 1 Dexter, Mrs.
Sherry A. Parker, 703 Joy St.,
Pans. Tenn., Mrs. Shirley L.
Parrish, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Sarah C. Ross, 301 N. 7th St.,
Murray, Teddy W. Potts, Rt.
1. Box 320, Murray', Mrs.'
\lhne P. Burkeen, Rt. 6, Box
57-.t. Murray. Mrs. Jo Fielder,
Woodlawn, Murray. Mrs.
!la
S.
James, 904
usburg Rd., Mayf4eld.
rs. Gail F. Taylor, Rt.6, Box
Paris, Tenn., Billy Joe
Hi.adwick, Rt. 5 Box 2105,
Murray. Mrs. Teresa F.
Atkins. Rt. 3, Mayfield, Mrs.
Martha Sue -Williams, Rt. 1,
Box 15, Buchanan,Tenn., Mrs.
Lucille .1. Corwin, Rt. 5,
Benton, Mrs. Nancy L. Bucy.
Box 161; Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Norma J. Matthews, Fox
Meadows, B-2, Murray, Drew
T. Acuff, Lt. 2, Box 201.
Murray, Tob Bowke.r, Rt. 8.
Box 46 B, Murray, Amos M
McCarty, 1010 Doran Rd ,
Murray, Hillard Rogers, 1502
Cardinal, Murray, Mrs
Geneva D. Ferguson, 1005
Sharpe St., Murray, Charles
F. Hutchins, Rt. 8, Box 100,
Murray. Mrs. Allie Williams.
Rt. 1, Almo, Herbert P
Shepard, 1309 Poplar, Murray.
Hurley D. Mullins, 904 John
Lee Drive, Paris, Tenn., Mrs
Vernie L. Bishop, Box 19, New
Concord, Mrs. Agnes E
Summers, Rt. 6, Box 264.
Murray, Mrs. Bennie 1,
Hicks, 407 Pikeview St .
Dresden, Tenn., Justin
Edwards, Rt. 9, Box 220-A.
Benton.

nice Rise Not Temporary
Don't be surprised if beef
prices don't come down, advises the National Live Stock
and Meat Board. Although
realistic consumers don't ex
pect prices of food and other
cost-of-living items to fall.
for some reason many consider
this year's rise in meat prices
to be but temporary. This is
not apt to be the case. For
although meat prices should
be stable to slightly higher for
the rest of this year, there is
a definite trend toward higher
prices for 1979.

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY
506 N 12th Murray. Ky

Phone 753 2380

Olympic Plaza

OtSavings
Mrs. Overcharged

Dr. Good Health

trip to Byron s Discount Pharmacy (that s oil it will take to determine
our law every day sayings) and
eturn QS ntigied to otitoin your
It and
to needs_

Take 0

We Keep
Complete
Accurate
Family
Prescription
Records For
Insurance,
Income Tax

Ascriptin
Aspirin With Maalox

We honor PCS,
Medimet, Ky.
Public Assistance Prescriptions and workman's Compensation

Sylvania

10 Flashes

Flip Flash
Plus $1.00 $137
Coupon For
Refund From
Sylvania

Alsu
Uncle Jeff's

Come and see
our complete
camera department. We have
Kodak paper
and chemicals.
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Requarth & Scott
Wedding Planned

;
f

Miss Gail Brame Honored At
Events Prior To Her Wedding

apeoh."1464,-

Several bridal events have
been held in honor of Miss Gail
Brame, bride-elect of Keith
Starks. The couple will be
married on Friday, August 17,
at 7:30 p.m. at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.

By Abigail Van Buren

Impotent Cheater?
Pure Lecherdemain
DEAR ABBY: I can t tigurc out why my (i1-year-old husband who is totally impotent has suddenly taken an interest
in another woman. He had a very serious prostate operation
last year which left him incapable of having sex relations. so
I know he can't "do" anything, but he's seeing someone just
the same. I know this for a fact because I had him followed
by a private detective.
I don't understand what a woman would want with a man
who is incapable of sex. He's good-looking, a spiffy dresser, a
big spender and likes to dance.
I'm 57, and it may not be too late for me to find somebody
else, so I want to know if I can divorce him because of what
he is doing even though technically he isn't capable of committing adultery?
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: Divorce laws vary in different
states, so ask •lawyer what the grounds are in your state.
And as for what • woman would want with an impotent,
good-looking, spiffy dressing, big spender who likes to
dance, well, obviously, your husband has found someone
who likes him just the way he is.
DEAR ABBY: When you first skirted writing your
column you explained why a man will pick up some tramp
and treat her like a lady, then turn around and treat his wife
like a tramp. I saved it for the longest Cime, and now can't
find it. Will you please run it again'? Thank you.
MARGARET IN MAINE

-11is•s Sherri Ann Requarth
and Randal Lee Scott

Mr. and Mrs. Gerry E. Requarth; 1107 Main Street,
Murray, announce the engagement and approaching
DEAR MARGARET: I've found it. And here it is:
marriage of their daughter, Sheryl Ann, to Randal Lee Scott.
A man picks up a tramp because he wants a female comsoli of Mr. and Mrs. James Lee Scott, North 16th Street,
panion who ii, no beAter than he is. In her company, he
Murray.
doesn't feel inferior. He rewards her by treating her like a
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt
lady.
Roberts and of the late Minnie Marshall Roberts, Murray, of
He treats his wife 1who IS a lady) like a tramp because he
Frank Requarth. Murray, and of Mrs. Paul Lockhart.
feels that by degrading her he will bring her down to his
Gretna,I.
level. This makes him feel guilty. So in order to get even
Miss Requarth is a 1977 graduate of Murray High School,
with his wife for making him feel guilty, he keeps right
attended Murray State University, and graduated from
on
punishing her.
Melia)). Manor School of Dog Grooming in June of 1979. She
now owns and operates Sherri's Soap and Shape in Murray.
DEAR ABBY: This is the first time I've ever written to
Mr. Scott is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. James Mit-.
anybody about a problem, but I have had it!
chuson, Dexter, of Mrs Owen Farris, Murray,and of the late
Our daughter brings her family over here three and four
Samuel Scott. He is a 1975 graduate of Calloway County High
times a week for supper — plus all day on Sunday. It has gotSchool and is now associated with Jim Adams IGA where he
ten so thlt lately she spends more time at our place than she
is assistant manager of the Southside Grocery in Murray.
does at home. When she's here with the kids, the place is one
The wedding is planned for Saturday, Oct.6, at6:30 p.m. at
big howl with high chair and fussing kids.
the Cherry Corner Baptist Church. A reception will follow in
I'd feel like a heel saying anything about it because my
the church fellowship hall.
wife seems to enjoy looking after the kids, but lately I've
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
taken to 'going out a couple of nights a week just to get away
and the reception. Only out of town invitations will be sent.
from the noise and confusion.
•
'What can I do to discourage this situation?
F'ED UP IN LAWRENCE,MASS.

NANCE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rob
Nance, Jr., of Russwood
Shores, Springville, Tenn.,are
the parents of a baby girl,
Ashley Lynn, weighing five
pounds 14 ounces, born on
Saturday, Aug. 11, at the
Henry
County
General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
The father is a partner in
Frank Nance Auto Auctions in
Paris and Paducah. The

A personal shower was
giyen on Monday, July 30, at
the Community Room of the
Federal Savings and Loan.
Hostesses were Miss Cindy
Lassiter and Mrs. Janna
Chadwick.
After the honoree opened
her gifts, refreshments of
cake, nuts, wedding cookies,
and strawberry punch were
served.
Approximately 10 guests
were present or sent gifts.

CONFIDENTIAL TO "LOVES CHILDREN AND
WANTS TO TEACH": By all means don't let anyone
discourage you from pursuing a career in teaching. Henry
Brooks Adams (who died in 1918) said; "A teacher affects
eternity; he can never tell where his influence stops."

A Murray couple Mr. and
Mrs. Brent Langston, have
returned home after a
vacation of 21-2 months in
Europe and The Holy Land.
They left Murray on May 8
and arrived in Frankfurt,
Germany, on May 9, and then
to Altlay where they visited
their son-in-law and daughter,
Lt. Col. and Mrs. Charles
Patterson.
While in Germany they
visited many points of interest
at Bacharach, Zell, Ratherburg, Hahn, Trier, and Pada
Nigra, the latter built by the
Germans in 30 B.C. At Hahn
they attended services at the
Baptist Church there.
Mr. and Mrs. Langston
toured many old castles and
other points of interest in
Germany, Belgium, France,
Luxembourg, and Holland,

OPEN FRIDAY
UNTIL 8 30P M

Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony,
get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $I and a long, stamped (28 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasks Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.

4
ItkA

arikalv
Call Now For
Information 753-0129

matologist and let him help
you. but I am sending you The
Health Letter number 8-2.
Acne Can Be Treated. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents in check or
coin with a long, stamped.
self-addressed envelope for it
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.0
Box 1551, Radio City Station.
New York, NY 10019.
The big problem really is
overproduction of oily substances by the oil glands in
your skin. We call those substances sebum. It does help to
wash the face two or three
times a day with warm water
and soap.
Excessive rubbing, however. can be harmful. And
strong soaps may not be so

Money
Market
Certificates
6 Months

This rate is in effect August 16 through August 22

Each Week's Rate is based on the Treasury Auction

Save With

+Mb OW

good either. You can help dry
up the oily secretions by
sponging off the face regularly. with alcohol sponges. For
measures beyond that, you
really should see a physician.
Your doctor can help you
with peeling agents that help
to peel off the surface of the
skin so the oil glands can
drain properly. He may also
want to give you antibiotics.
These help to kill off bacteria
in the pores of the-skin. It's
these small bacteria that
break down the oily sebum
material into irritating chemicals. The Chemical irritation
is what causes the red
pustules.
Some people get discouraged about the use of antibiotics because they don't realize
that they won't get rid of the
pustules that are already
there. Those are caused by
irritating chemicals that are
already formed. It often takes
three to eight weeks to
observe any noticeable
improvement from antibiot-

OUR GIGANTIC
PRE-SEASON

Sweater Sale!
Junior and Missy!
Our Regular
12.00 to 48.00

1/4 OFF
Beautiful cardigans, pullovers and
vest style in acrylics, wools and silk
blends and velours in Black, Brown,
Beige, White, Creams and other
bright and mouvy colors. Shop at
Bright's and save!

ics.

TERM 6 Months(182 days); MINIMUM
DEPOSIT;$10,000;
GUARANTEED RATE

FSLIC1

Suits are smart for fall! You will see
slimmer skirts, belted waists, wider
shoulders in solids, tweeds, and corduroys
All define Fall's suits sensationally See
Bright's in these latest textures ond tones
$24.00 to $170.00

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

USGF
USGSA

Security Federal
Savings & Loon Association

LENDER

OPEN FRIDAY
UNTIL 8:30 P M

for FALL

Problem with acne

Member

SRIgIATS

the SUIT look

GYMNASTICS
DEAR DR. LAMB — I'm 20
years old. Soon I'll be mailing
out resumes in hopes of starting a lasting career but my
face is broken out. How can I
convince someone to hire me
when it looks like I don't have
the sense to wash my own
face? Can you help me?
DEAR READER — I hope
anyone who interviews you is
intelligent enough and
knowledgeable enough to
know that just' because your
face is broken out doesn't
mean you don't wash it.
I don't blame you for being
upset about having acne. It
certainly can detract from a
person's appearance and it's
quite true that appearance is
important in interviews.
I think you should See a der-

including the Cora Tenboom
Mr. and Mrs. Langston also
Watch Shop in Holland.
said they were especially
At Athens, Greece, the
pleased
to
visit
New
couple toured the city and
Jerusalem, home of John the
•
visited the Acropolis built in
Baptist, to tour the Good
447 B.C. and Mars Hill where
Samaritan Inn on the Jericho
Paul preached. In Israel the
Road, Mount of Beatitudes,
couple visited Tel-Aviv, city of Bethany, home
of
Jerusalem, and Bethlehem.
Mary, Martha, and Lazarus.
Points of special interest
to the Garden Tomb where
included Church of Nativity,
Jesus was supposedly buried,
Rachel's Tomb, Shepherd's
to Jacob's Well and Sechem
Field, the home of Mary in
where Jesus talked to the
Nazareth, Sea of Galilee,
Samaritan woman.
Canaan, Jordan River where
Many other places too
Jesus was baptized, waded in
numerous to mention were
the Dead Sea, ruins of Herod's
also included in their
castle at Masada, where Bible
itinerary.
scrolls
were found at
Qumram, place of the transfiguration at Mt. Tabor,
BIRTH RATE
Garden of Gethesame where
The United States' birth rate
Jesus prayed, the Wailing dropped from 25.1 per 1,000
Wall, and Hadassah Medical population to 14.8 in the 50
years between 1925 and 1975.
Center.

A tea was given on Thursday, August 9, at Peoples
Bank. The •hostesses were
Mrs. Rose Starks, Mrs.
Sherrie Yarbrough, Mrs,
Lillie Johnson, and Miss Pam
Johnson.
Honored guests were the
honoree, her mother. Mrs.
cilenda Brame, Mrs. Brenda
Starks, mother of the groomelect, and Mrs. Estelle
.Johnson, grandmother of the

HEALTH
FALL REGISTRATION
AUGUST 18TH
9:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.

centered with an arrangement
of summer flowers designed
by Mrs. Charlotte Gregory.
Miss Amy Johnson presided
at the guest register.
Approximately 50 guest's
were present or sent gifts.

To meet the nutritional
needs of her unborn child, a
woman's needs for calcium
and protein increase by about
50 per cent, but calorie needs
are increased by only a little
more than 10 per cent. There
increased
also
is
an
requirenient
other
for
essential
minerals and
vitamins.

Mr. & Mrs. Brent Langston Return
From Vacation, Europe, Holy Land

Another courtesy extended
was a shower held in the
multi-purpose
roof])
of
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ. The theme of the occasion was "Wishing You
Well", with a brass wishing
well containing money being
presented to Miss Brame.
Hostesses for the event were
Mrs. Miriam Olree, Mrs. Judy
Turner, Mrs. Lillian Steele,
Mrs. Denise Steele, and Mrs.
Hoyland Jones. An electric
toaster was presented to Miss
Brame by the hostesses.
Several games were played
with the
prizes being
presented to the honoree. '
Various refreshments and
punch were served to approximately 35 guests.

DEAR FED UP: Why should you feel like • heel in
demanding a little domestic tranquillity? It's your
house,
too. It's also YOUR daughter and grandchildren, so speak
up, Dad, and ask for s more equitable compromise.(Twice
a
week maybe?)
mother, the former Linda
Anita Townley, is bookkeeper
for the auctions. The Nances
are the parents of two other
daughters, Kelly Michelle, 15,
and Kimberly Renee, 10.
Grandparents are Frank
Rob Nance, Sr., of Atwood,
Tenn., Mrs. Marge Nance of
Springville, Tenn., and Mr.
and Mrs. Logan Barnett of
Buford, Ga.

The Community Room of
the Federal Savings and Loan
was the scene of a household
shower held on Thursday,July
19, with Mrs. Marilyn Thornton, Mrs. Sherry Brame, and
Mrs. Trudy Smith
as
.hostesses.
Refreshments of cake. nuts,
_mints, and fruit punch were
served from crystal appointments. The table was
covered with a white lace
cloth, and centered with an
arrangement of yellow and
white daisies.
Approximately 75 guests
were present or sent gifts.

groom-elect. Each
was
presented a corsage of daisies.
Refreshments of cake, nuts,
and punch were served from
crystal anti silver appointments. 'Hie table was
overlaid with a white cloth

MINERAL LEVEL

With the combination of
treatments available, most
people's acne can be considerably improved and sometimes
completely relieved. It's
important because it helps to
prevent scarring in the future.
Sunlight does help some
people. But you need to know
that vitamin A acid used to
treat acne by inducing peeling
increases the sensitivity of the
skin to the damaging effects
Of sunlight. Studies suggest it
increases the cancer-causing
effects of the sun on the skin.
Also the antibiotics used to
eliminate the bacteria can
increase your sensitivity to
sunlight. You can get a sunburn a lot quicker if you are
taking any of these
Many people put a lot of
preparations on their faces to
treat acne. It's important that
You not use any oily or greasy
preparations. Since the problem begins with oily substances, you certainly don't want to
add any more

SIRMHTS
SPRING-CI-L(110K
by

They stay on when you stay out!
What o fobuIous look for dc4:14ng the dtsco
scene' Lux.ous leather and a sleek, sexy
heel
And the spec.01 Spnng plot°
,
construct,on keeps the shoe on the foot.
so
you con donce the night away' In Taupe
KA. Brown Ktd and Block Kid

34.00

•
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

Dz

FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST 17, 1979
What kind of day will CAPRICORN
tomorrow be To find out what
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V VII
the stars say, read the
An extravagant gesture
forecast given for your birth
could embarrass rather than
sign.
impress an interested party.
In the company of others, a
ARIES
close one could be ill at ease.
i Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
AQUARIUS
Don't be careless re a home (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18?
entertainment plan. UnexIt may be difficult to
pected expenses could arise re complete an assigrunent on
home repairs. A family time, but don't get into a
member may be out of sorts. dither over it. Nervousness
TAURUS
complicates matters further.
?Apr. 20 to May 20?
PISCES
A close one may be slightly
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
overenthusiastic about a plan.
A creative idea needs furA partner or close ally may ther work. Expect the
not be in the mood for con- unexpected in connection with
versation.
a social gathering at a
GEMINI
distance
or with travel.
I May 21 to June 20) rimy
YOU
BORN
TODAY are a
Avoid slight extravagance
when traveling. A boastful good organizer and qualified
attitude does not help your to be head of your own
A
good
cause. A typewriter or ap- business. •
pliance may be on the blink. moneymaker, you'd do well in
the management of trusts,
CANCER •
banking, investment counJune 21 to July 22)
Remain cool if a close one's seling, and corporation work.
late for an appointment. Thoroughly dramatic, you're
Resist impulse
buying. equally at home in the world of
Retreating into your shell theatre. You think big, are
could
upset
someone's anxious for success, and like
large enterprises. You can
feelings.
also write and can succeed in
LEO
publishing. Your best success
t July 23 to Aug. 22
Avoid taking risks. You comes with a good education
could be careless with in the field of your choice.
physical well being. It may be Specialize and you'll rise to
diffiCtilt to fathom what's the top. Birthdate of: Mae
West, actress; Davy Crockett,
bothering a close one.
frontiersman; and Gary
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 ni)k A Powers, U-2 pilot.
Don't idly betray conHOMEOWNERS ARE
fidence. Sheer enthusiasm
could cause you to overplay
BETTER PAYING
your hand. A friend could
WASHINGTON
t AP)-cause you to be abrupt.
American homeowners are
LIBRA
doing a better job of making
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
home mortgage payments
Career
matters
need than at any time in the past
restraint. Be cautious and four years, according to the
don't take unnecessary risks. Mortgage
Bankers
You may be aggravated about Association America.
of
a financial matter.
Dr. Thomas Harter. the
SCORPIO
association's chief ecoftbmist,
i Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 In/
says long-term delinquencies—
Get a second opinion about a
loans 90 or more days past
business proposition. Avoid,
self-will and erratic behavior due—on home mortgages are
in dealing with others, at their lowest level since the
second quarter of 1975.
especially re money.
The MBA . says the results
SAGITFARIUS
are based on its most recent
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )
°Ir
Don't be careless with survey of one-to-four unit
others' funds. Not a time -far residential mortgage loans
unorthodox innovations in serviced in the United States
financial planning. Be a bit for the quarter ended March
31.
more conservative.

eri4

0330

Carat
'
1-DIAMOND
Clusters
YOUR CHOICE .
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Murray
Ledger & Times

Baker-Duncan Wedding
Vows Read At Church
Miss Connie Faye Baker,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
D. Baker of Murray Route 3,
became the bride of Billy
Wayne Duncan, son of Ms.
Evelyn Duncan of Murray, on
Saturday, June 30, at 6:30 p.m.
at Dewards Chapel Pentecostal Church.
The double ring ceremony.
was performed by Elijah
Balentine, uncle of the bride.
The altar was decorated with
two nine branched spiral
candelabra entwined with
greenery on either side.
A program of nuptial music
was provided by Mrs. Billy
Balentine, pianist. During this
prelude recital the candles
were lighted by Randy Baker,
brother of the bride, and
Timothy McCoy.,cousin of the
bride.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given
in marriage by her parents,
wore a floor length gown of
polyester organza over
_11r. and AIrs. Billy it 41VIti)ihinefift
acetate taffeta. The sheer
yoked bodice and sheer full
table was a spring bouquet of
sleeves were sprinkled with fellowship hall of the church.
accented
The table was covered with flowers
with
appliques of reembroidered
greenery
a
and
white
baby's breath.
lace
tablecloth.
The
Venice lace. The stand up
Mints and nuts were served.
collar and cuffs were covered two tiered wedding cake was
Those
serving and assisting
separated
by
columns
and
with a band of the same lace.
The lace was enhanced with decorated with pink roses and were Mrs. David Balentine,
white wedding bells. The Mrs. Thomas Balentine, Mrs.
seed pearls semi onto it.
Wayne Jones, Miss Lana
The headpiece was trimmed bridal pink punch was served
Balentine, Miss Teresa Jones,
with the Venice lace and from a cut glass punch bowl.
The centerpiece for the and Mrs. Nancy Balentine.
pearls. The elbow length veil
of organza was edged in lace.
The bride carried a spring
bouquet of silk flowers, with
greenery and baby's breath
scattered throughout. The
bouquet was enhanced by
white satin bows with matPledged as a member of the
Linda Damron, president;
ching streamers tied in love Alpha Mu Chapter of Epsilon Marie
Forrester,
vice
knots which held baby's Sigma Alpha at the recent president; Sarah Horner,
breath.
meeting was Mrs. Jonnie recording secretary; Barb
Miss Tina Lovett attended Duke. ESA is a non collegiate Witte,
corresponding
as maid of honor. She were a sorority
dedicated
to secretary; Kathie Fleming,
floor length gown of blue knit. philanthropic work in the local treasurer; Ethelyn Loberger,
The gown was sleeveless with community as well as on the educational director; Peggy
a scoop neck and flared skirt. national level.
Fulcher, parliamentarian.
A blue cape completed the
At the recent potluck
Also present were Pam
gown. Miss Lovett carried a meeting held. at the home of Shields, Rita Cummings, Jean
bouquet of blue silk daisies Mrs. Kathie Fleming, a jewel Fleming,and Faye Austin.
enhanced with greenery and
baby's breath. A blue satin
4
bow with matching streamers
completed the bouquet.
BENTON PATIENT
Miss Amber Savells, cousin
Dismissed Aug. 5 from the
of the bride, was the flower
Marshall County Hospital,
girl. She wore a blue dress and
Benton, was Christy Richards
carried a small white wicker
of Hardir.
basket full of rose pedals.
The groom was dressed in a
PATIENT AT BEN'TON
light blue tuxedo. The groom
Ruth Bouland of Faralso wore a white silk rose
rrungton was dismissed Aug. 6
encircled by baby's breath.
from the Marshall County
Rudy Tripp served as best
Hospital, Benton.
man. Jason McCoy, cousin of
the bride, was ring bearer.
1411
e. Sr
SPICY PEARS
Teresa Jones, cousin of the
Jonnie Duke
Halve and core four medium
bride, attended the guest
—new member
fresh Anjou or Bose pears.
register and distributed the
/
2 cups water, 42
rice bags from a basket.
pin ceremony was held for Combine 11
1
2
The mother of the bride Mrs. Jean Fleming and Mrs. cup brown sugar, and /
teaspoon cinnamon. Heat until wore a floor_ length gown of Faye Austin.
blue knit accented with sheer
educational
An
slide sugar dissolves. Stir in onesleeves. Ms. Duncan wore a presentation about fund third cup brandy. Pour
/
2
street length black dress raising for St. Jude's Children mixture over pears in a 11
covered with a sheer floral Research Hospital, Memphis, quart casserole. Bake at 350
top. The mothers wore cor- Tenn., was shown. St. Jude degrees for 30 minutes, or
sages of two white carnations Hospital is a project of the until pears are tender, basting
frequently. Serve warm with
enhanced with baby's breath.
local chapter.
Reception
Installation was held for the ham, roast duckling, or
turkey. Makes eight servings.
A reception followed in the following officers:

the

Take advantage of our free layaways
during our pre-season coat sale.
Save '20 to '80 on our entire
selection of genuine leather coats,
all weather and storm coats, wool
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c216
Below Our Cost
Shorts
Pants
-Tops
,T
Coordinates
Twill Jeans
Handbags
Swimsuits v
i/
Babydolls & Gowns
Nylon
v

Reg. to 19"

• LAYAWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
• CHARGE IT!

MICHELSON'S
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Below Our Cost
v Short Sets v Shortalls
v Big Tops v Belted Pants
Rompers v• Better Lingerie
Better Coordinates

Below Our
Cost
Dress Sale

v Junior —
Misses & Half
-sizes
Street —
Jacket &
Sundresses
v Long
Dresses
Pantsuits

Better Swimsuits

$3
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blend coats and pant coats

Alpha Mu Chapter Has
New Member At Meet
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Opinion Page

Looking Back

•

10 Years Ago

.Letter To The Editor

Editor Chastised
For Commentary...
Dear Editor:
This letter is written in response to
the imbecelic (sic) remarks of Gene
McCutcheon in his narrow-minded
editorial in the Friday, August 10, W79
issue of The Murray Ledger & Times.
McCutcheon lauds one member of the
Common Council who has resigned.
Yet, in paragraph four, he wonders
whether the reasons given for the
resignation are the real reasons for
same. —How inconsistent can one be?
In paragraph five, McCutcheon attempts to give credence to his comments by simply stating that he has, for
the past seVen years, attended most of
the meetings of the Murray City
Council. I submit that attendance alone
and that is the only criterion he listed )
does not qualify one to be an objective
critic of anything!
In the next-to-last paragraph in
column one of his article he states that
he has sometimes been surprised that
the city of Murray "has been able to
progress despite some actions by the
council over the years." This
paragraph of his leaves much to be
desired by way of explanation. It makes
me wonder whether the council has, at
one time or another, voted against
something he wanted thereby creating
McCutcheon's sour-grapes attitude.
In the last paragraph in column one
he states that on a few occasions it has
seemed that the council was not acting
in the best interest of all the citizens of
Murray but went along with a proposal
because it was requested by a "good ole
boy." In the next paragraph he states,
that some actions of the council may
have even favored "friends" or the
"local power-money structure" rather
than the average taxpaying citizens.
In another paragraph he writes,
"This type of thinking must cease if our

city is to continue to progress." Before
something can "cease" it must first be
on going — this being true, his phrases
"has seemed," "may have," "in my
opinion" have been changed to a
positive statement that those things, to
which he referred, have occurred.
These disparaging remarks by
McCutcheon are completely unacceptable to be because (even though I
may have an intense dislike for some of
the council members) I do not believe,
for a moment, that even one of the
council members would stool') so low as
to vote for a proposal because some
"good ole boy," some "friends" or the
"local power-money structure"
(whatever that is) requested it.
In one paragraph McCutcheon states,
"in my opinion, only five of our present
council members regularly try to
dissect the issues presented before
them in an attempt to arrive at a fair
and equitable decision before casting a
ballot." By eliminating the member
who resigned and the one who was
defeated in the May primary election
we have ten others who are: William R.
Furches, Dick George, Mrs. Ruby Hale,
Marshall Jones, Howard Koenen, J. H.
Nix, Dr. J. D. Outland, Dr. C. C. Lowry,
Dave Willis and Stephen L. Yarbrough.
Therefore,
as
McCutcheon
challenged the present and the incoming council members to "remain"
("remain"? another inconsistency?)
objective, I challenge him to name
(shall we dub them ) "The Dirty Seven"
of the ten names above written and to
state the specific charges of which he
thinks they are guilty. Or to put it
another way; put up or shut up!
Buel E. Stalls, Sr.
407 N. 5th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
P.S. With "friends" like McCutcheon
the city of Murray needs no enemies.

...And Offers Response
I normally prefer not to add "editor's
comments" to letters from readers
because I don't reall care if I have the
last word or not. As a matter of fact, I
know of some editors who frequently
tack their own opinions onto letters
from readers and I think this is a
disservice to the readerain that fear of
being attacked or'rtiade fun of by an
editor trying to get in the last word
could dissuade some constructive and
well-intentioned thoughts from ever
being written down and sent to the
newspaper in the first place.
But, as the saying goes, there's an
exception to every rule. Since I was
challenged I feel compelled to respond
to Mr. Stalls' comments.
The first paragraph of Mr. Stalls'
letter sets the tone for- the remainder.
On reflection, it may have,even,set the
tone for my commentary about which
he is complaining.
To quote Mr. Stalls' letter. This letter
Is written in response to the imbecilic
remarks of Gene MeCutcheon in his
narrow-alluded
.
I suspect he's correct ii referring to
the remarks as imbecilic. According to
Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary,
imbecile means "a ... person having a
mental age of three to seven years."
I know some astute youngsters in the
three to seven year old age bracket,
who, given an opportunity to observe
Murray's Common Council or any other
segment of government, just might
agree with my coMments.
I agree that attendance alone does
not qualify one to be an objective critic
of anything. On this point, Mr. Stalls
has misrepresented what I said —
which was that I am a very interested
observer and taxpayer (and not
necessarily an expert on city government). I have taken notes on each and
every meeting I have attended and
translated those notes into news stories
concerning the activities of our city
government.
Asfeas Mr. Stalls' wonderment that
possibly the council has voted against
something I wanted creating a "sourgrapes attitude," I can only say that I
have never had a pet project come
before the council and suspect I never
will.
But, for the sake of an example as
requested by Mr. Stalls, things such as
the Glendale Road fiasco (I live in
northwest Murray and seldom even
drive out Ky. 121S) irk the devil out of
me. I can't say that our community
needs a four-lane connector along
Glendale because, I'm not a transportation engineer.
My opinion is, however, that a cennector route of some kind between S.
4th Street and S. 12th Street is highly
desirable. And the Glendale Road route
apparently is now out-of-the question,
at least in the immediate future,
because it became embroiled in what at
times seemed like a grudge battle

among the city and some of the principals involved in the disputed
proposal.
Another example is what I think was
the mishandling by the council of the
rezoning of the Dan Miler property
along S. 16th Street.
Personnally, I could care iless
whether this property is rezoned or not.
'It will have no effect on my home and I
have no financial interest in the
matter.
But the council did a flip-flop on this
issue which, I think, was morally unjust
to the property owners who feel they
will be directly affected, as well as to
Miller. How can an elected council
justify setting,..up a public hearing on
any issue, advert& it and invite interested citizens to attend, and then, at
a meeting just prior to the public
hearing date, change its mind and take
action that negates the need for the
hearing?
As for Mr. Stalls' allegation that I
implied seven of our present council
members are "guilty" of something,
what can I say? My commentary in no
way was intended to belittle any of our
elected officials. I probably realize
better than most citizens of Murray
what a thankless job they have.
The intent of the commentary was not
to single out anyone on the council. I
would say most of the time all the
members of our council have the best
interest of the city at heart. The
problem, as I see it, is that they do not
speak to the issues and explain their
position often enough, particularly
when a controversial topic reaches the
council floor.
The commentary could also have
been misconstrued on another point.
My reference to five council members
who regularly try to dissect the issues
did not mean that I necessarily agree
with their opinion. Asa matter of fact, I
probably disagree as often as I agree.
The point is, I, as a citizen of this
community, appreciate their desire to
speak out and express their own
opinion, as well as attempt to convey
the opinions of their constituency to the
remainder of the council.
The exchange of differing ideas and
opinions is exactly what makes our
democracy work. Without the freedom
to express ourselves, we'd be in serious
trouble. If that were not the philosophy
of this newspaper, Mr. Stalls, letters
such as yours would never be printed.
But that is our philosophy. We
welcome letters which disagree as well
as letters which agree with our
opinions.
We firmly believe in freedom of
expression and freedom of the press.
For us to eliminate from our opinion
page thoughts which differ from our
own or criticize a stand we take on a
particular issue would be a travesty.
—Gene McCutc been
managing editor

Garrott's Galley

By M. C. Garrott

Two Sets OfFour Generations
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Around One Table Is A Rarity
We'll eat a lot of white beans and
cornbread before we'll see another bychance family gathering like this one
around one table - two sets of four
generations.
One noon last week at a table at the
Boston Tea Party sat Ronald and
Rebecca Churchill and their daughters
- Mrs. John (Martha) Imes of Alrno, a
suburd of Murray, and Mrs. Tommy
Minnie Lee) Walker of Brentwood,
Tenn., a suburb of Nashville.
Alongside Mrs. Imes was her
daughter, Mrs. David (Becky Imes)
Lanier, and her 10-months-old
daughter, Emily. That's one set of four
generations.
Across the table was Mrs. Walker
with her daughters, Mrs. Frank (Lynne
Walker) Itrulings of Lebanon, Tenn.,
and her daughter, Jennifer, also 10
months old - the other set of four
generations.
Ronald's birthday is Oct. 13, and
when Becky and Lynne, although quite
some distance apart, learned early last
year that they were "expecting" about
the middle of October, each Called their

Registration of 243 students for the
three weeksnter-session at Murray
State University has increased the total
summer school enrollment to 3,452,
another record high, according to MSU
officials.
Representing this area at the
National Order of Arrow Conference,
University of Indiana, are Steve
Simmons, Robert Waters, Jr., and
David Waters, all Eagle Scouts from
Troop 73 at Hazel and members of the
OA Brotherhood.
Billy J. Hodge and Larry J. Garland
were recently commissioned Second
Lieutenants in the United States Army
following graduation from Murray
State University.
Mrs. Tempie Scott was honored at a
dinner on her 76th birthday at her home
in Hazel.
The second annual road tour to
Brandon Springs Trout Farm was held
Sunday by the Kan Lake Cycle Club.
The club left the Murray City Park at
p.m. for thetour in the Land Between
the lakes and then to Brandon Springs

20 Years Ago
Approximately 75 interested parents
and citizens met Aug. 14 to initiate steps
to have the area between 16th and 18th
Streets assigned to the Murray
Independent School District.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ellen
Cook, 74, Mrs. E. W. Roberts, 81, and
Mrs. Charlie G. Jones, 79.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Eaker, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Pickard, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Scott.
The Murray Baseball Association
closed its season last night with a
doubleheader between Murray and
Eddyville Little League All Stars.
Dexter Mead of the newly opened
Corvette Bowling Lanes has announced
that he will give free group bowling
instructions at 9:30 a.m., Monday
through Friday, at the lanes.

grandfather and pledged their best to
was ready only to learn that the
see if their baby could be born on his
repairman had gone on vacation. It
birthday. This pleased him immensely.
would be two weeks before he would be
However, things didn't work out quite
back and could get to it, he was told.
that way, although both came close.
"If they had only told me that when I
Lynne's Jennifer was born Oct. 10, and
left it," he said, "I could have taken it
four days later Becky's Emily arrived,
somewhere else. The kids, as well as
only one day off the target date.
Joyce, were about to climb the walls
With nine grandchildren, and eight
without that IV set."
great-grandchildren now, Ronald has
+++
trouble keeping up with them all and
Giving it a little thought, he conhad to rely on Rebecca to get all the
cluded that he couldn't wait two weeks
names and dates straight. "There's
for the set to be repaired, so he went to
getting to be so many of them, it's hard
another repairman and asked if he
to keep up with them," he laughed, 4t
would pick up the set and repair it.
not for Rebecca. She can tick 'em off
No, the second repairman said, he
like clockwork."
couldn't pick it up. That wouldn't be
+++
quite kosher in the television repair
How's this for welcoming a new
circles, but he would go with John to the
resident to Murray?
shop where the set was and John could
We have a new fellow in our area at
pick it up. He would then take it and
Murray State — John McDonald. John,_____ repair it.
Over 70 businesses and professions
who will be working with all university
So, back to the first shop trouped
were represented last night at a joint
publicactions, comes from Galveston,
John with the second repairman in tow.
meeting of farm leaders, Rotary Club,
Tex., where he was in publicity and
When he asked for the set and a lady
Lions Club, and Young Business Men's
publications work' with the University
checked on it, she came back with some
Club held to outline the Cover Crop
of Texas Medical Center there.
unexpected but good news. The set had
Campaign for the year 1949 and to
He, his wife, Joyce, who is now a
been repaired after all. The ser- review the campaign of
1948. Harry
secretary at Peoples Bank, and their
viceman, she said, had fixed it before
Young of the Marketing Division of the
youngsters, daughter Kelly, 7, and son
he left on vacation.
University of Kentucky was the
Gene,3, are living on North 16th Street.
The bill was;38, which John paid, and speaker. Nat Ryan Hughes,
president
They've settled in pretty good now, and,
he picked up the set, but before he could
of the Young Business Men's Club, host
in general, the folks in Murray have
put his wallet away, the repairman who for the meeting, presided.
welcomed them to the town.
had gone to the shop with him then
Jackie Myers, 16 year old member of
They were treated rather harshly in
presented him with a bill for $18 for "his
one situation, however, and it left John
time" in going with him to pick up the the Lynn Grove High School Chapter of
the Future Farmers of America, was
shaking his head in disbelief.
set.
Just as they were preparing to leave
That made a total of $56 John was out awarded the grand championship prize
Galveston for Murray, their television
of pocket getting the cartoons back on in the FFA Division of the Jersey Cattle
Show at the Purchase Fair at Mayfield.
set went on the blink. Now to have the
the screen for the kids.
TV go out with youngsters 7 and 3 un"To paraphrase the Bible," he
R. E. Kelley of Murray will attend the
derfoot, not to mention moving into a
moaned, "I was a stranger and they 25th annual poultry
short course in
strange town, can be next to disastrous.
took me in."
Lexington this week.
Rather than have it repaired before
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
they left Galveston, they decided
and Mrs. Leland Alton on Aug. 9, a girl
simply to wait until they got to Murray
to Mr. and Mrs. Rubin James on Aug.
"Then the people rejoiced, for that
to have it fixed. Their truck had no
11, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
they
offered
willingly
because
with
more than been unloaded at their home
Gantt on Aug. 11.
perfect heart they offered willingly to
here before John had the set in a local
the
Lord:
and
David
the
also
king
;eshop for repairs.
"Little Women" starring June
joiced with .great joy." I Chronicles
Four days later, he went by to see if it
Allyson, Peter Lawford, Margaret
29:9
O'Brien, Elizabeth Taylor, Janet.Leigh,
4-4+4+-4-44444-4444444444+444-4444-4-44-4444-++444-444-4
When the heart is right with God,
-.44-44++
Rossand Brazzi, and Mary Astor is
then gifts to Him are the natural outshowing
at the Varsity Theatre.
flow
of
gratitude
and
Illianksg
iving.
—164

30 Years Ago
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Also listed for the 1912 ‘ear were the deaths of two Confederate veterans, W. H. Barton, SO, died at his home west of Murray.
Wiley Rogers, a substantial citizen and a Confederate veteran, also
of the west side of the county, died_at the age of 70 years. He was
buried in the Young Cemetery.
Information was received during the year that a one-time editor
of the Murray Ledger, Dr. L. T. Osborn, had died at his home in
the West after attaining a measure of fame as a grower of mushrooms.
The first building constructed by the Church of Christ congregation in Murray was opened Sunday, Nov. 10, 1912, in a new
structure at the corner of Linn and Waters streets (South 6th and
Maple). It was officially identified as the Linn and Waters Street
Church of Christ with 59 members. The church organization was
perfected four years previously with originally 13 members and had
held services in the court room on court square. Murray town
boasted seven churches, three of which were black congregations.
Twice previously, citizens of Calloway County had turned down
general election bond issues for the construction of a court house
to replace the the original Calloway County court house destroyed
by fire in 1903. Each proposed bond issue exceeded the previous
estimate of cost, thus offering diminished support for approval that
required two-thirds sanction for passage. In previous votes it had
reached simple majorities, but not the necessary two-thirds. Rental
requirements were cutting hea‘ily into the scant county budget, thus
affording ample propaganda fodder for proponents who sponsored
the $40,000 court house bond issue for the general election in 1912.
Pre-election campaigning was vigorous, opponents shuddered at
the massive indebtedness imposed on their children and grandchildren, proponents crying back indignation that such a noteworthy
county without a court house NYas a shame upon its fair name. No
holds were barred by either side for it had been a burning county
issue each year since the
ntue
hedfirst court house, but the
blazing opposition of the minority held the court house under wraps.
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Aug. 16th, the
228th day of 1979. There are 137 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
It was a rather striking admission for
a man known as one who believed that
human reason could go far in helping us
understand the Divine.
But there it is, in the midst of his
great theological work that sums up the
wisdom of the thirteenth century - the
stark sentence written by Thomas
Aquinas (1225-1274):
This is the extreme of human
knowledge of God: to know that we
do not know God.
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On this date in 1914, the British
Expeditonary Force landed in France
in World War
On this date:
In 1777, the Revolutionary War Battle
of Bennington, Vt., was an important
victory for the Americans.
In 1807, Robert Fulton's steamboat,
the Clermont, made its first run up the
Hudson River from New York to
Albany, covering 150 miles in 32 hours.
In 1861, President Abraham Lincoln
prohibited the states of the Union from
trading with the seceding states of the
Confederacy.
In 1896, gold was discovered on
Bonanza Creek in Alaska, settirig off
the Klondike gold rush.
In 1960, Britain granted indpendence
to the crown colony of Cyprus.
In 1977, rock 'n roll singer Elvis
Presley died at his home in Memphis at
the age of 42.
Ten years ago: Britain completed a
troop movement into Northern Ireland
to help quell the worst violence between
Roman Catholics and Protestants in
more than 30 years.
Five years ago: Turkish invaders of
Cyprus completed the division of the
island into two areas and declared a
ceasefire.
One year ago: The Federal Government was beginning a systematic
Inquiry into alleged overcharges within
the oil industry which ultimately were
passed on to the consumer.
Today's birthdays: President George
Meany of the AFL-CIO is 85 years old.
Singer Eydie Gorme is 47. Hall of Fame
pro football star and broadcaster Frank
Gifford is 49. Ballerina Suzanne Farrell
is 34.
Thought for today: 1 believe in the
discipline of silence and can talk for
hours about it — George Bernard Shaw,
British playwright, 1856-1950.
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Ron Meredith Leads GOP
Launch Of Fullscale
Attack On John Y. Brown
than
million in taxes otter
By GEORGE W. HACKF.Tr
the past 11 years.
Associated Press Writer
reviewing
Nunn's
In
LOUISVILLE, Ky. :AP • Led by Hon Meredith. the previous term as governor.
Republicans have launched a Meredith said there were "no
fullscale attack on John Y. scandals, no misdeeds with
Brown Jr 's lifestyle and the taxpayers' money. FBI
and federal grand juries were
alleged gambling activities.
They declared. in a series of never needed in his adspeeches scheduled across the ministration."
This was an apparent
Wednesday, that
state
Brown's background makes reference to a current federal
the Democratic gubernatorial grand jurs probe of alleged
nominee unfit for public of- wrongdoing in state government.
fice.
Declaring that Nunn's
"His background would
prevei him from being a record in roadbuilding is
other
an
member of the Kentucky state unniati.hed b
police or the FBI," Meredith governor, Meredith credited
declared. And here he is Iiiin with building over 400
aspiring to the highest office miles of highways and 3.000
naies of rural roads, and
in Kentucky."
Meredith, campaign completing Kentucky's inchairman for GOP nominee terstate system.
"Governor Nunn increased
'Louie B. Nunn. told an
audience here that Brown's Wilding for schools by 53
suitability would be the percent. increased average
"number one issue in this teacher salaries by $1,500 in
three years," Meredith
campanni."- • He pictured Brown as a vontinued.
Nunn's adHe said
highstakes gambler, a friend
of convicted bookmakers, and ministration produced more
as a man living in a world than 250 new industries and
-representative of very, very 13,000 new jobs for Kentuckians.
fev. people."
Turning to the present
Meredith's 23-page text
entitled,
"Operation campaign, Meredith said
Undercover. Chapter 1," was Nunn has recommended a
identical to one use by other three-point program of federal
action to increase coal output
Republican speakers.
Brown said he would hold a and cut the use of foreign oil
news conference today to imports.
answer the allegations.
He said the GOP nominee
He charged that the favors a moratorium on new
Republicans were engaging in nuclear power plants until the
a - *desperate campaign public can be assured they are
safe and that Nunn opposes
tactic."
His co-chairman, George state-mandated collective
Atkins, accused the Nunn bargaining for schoolteachers
campaign of "bringing back and other public employees.
Meredith also said that
the Watergate dirty tricks
style of campaigning. These Nunn soon will "unveil his
for
completely
are the same type tactics that plan
broke the spirit of this country restructuring Kentucky's
and weakened the integrity of educational system, and
taking politics out of education
government."
Atkins said the latest public once and for all."
Meredith closed out his
opinion polls show that Nunn
is trailing in the race. -They attack on Brown by promising
- show that Louie Nunn has the that more information on
highest negative rating of any Brown's background will be
politican in Kentucky in the released in the weeks ahead.
"Ladies and gentlemen" he
past -25 years and now he's
trying to drag the entire said, "there is more to come
— much more
campaign down to his level."
Nunn was not among the
speakers Wednesday. A
spokesman explained that the
GOP nominee was engaged in
another phase of the campaign.
Meredith said that recent
By DIANA TAYLOR
:newspaper articles, both here
Associated Press Writer
-and in Los Vegas, have pieLOUISVILLE, Ky. f API —
l
- ured Brown as a "high rolling
His 3,840-pound hulk attracts a
:gambler, a friend of booklot of stares, and often-heard
-7nakers, associating . with
remarks near his makeshift
-;characters well know to the
home at the Kentucky State
'police, many with criminal
Fair proclaim Lombard, an
:.records."
Italian Chianina, to be "a lot
;'; If Brown wins in November,
of bull."
:Neredith said it would be the
That he is — stretching from
jirst time any state chose a
one end of the pen to the other,.
4overnor. "with a record of
as he relaxes bn soft wood
igh
stakes
gambling,
chips.
;whiskey licenses in several
The heavy Vass ring looped
states, friends who associate
through his nose and the
with organized crime; and if
curved 16-inch horns prompt
Ile bets through bookies, has
more than a little ap-cheated his state out of taxes,
prehension in the crowd
-as well as contributed to law
gathered near him.
:violations."
But the 6-year-old Lombard
t Meredith also qifestioned
hardly stirred Wednesday as
Brown's reputation as a
children reached through the
.- businessman and said the fast
bars to pet him, and he
.Zood millionaire's ventures
seemed content during a
7,have
been
less
that grooming
session.
Auspicious. -He is a super
According to information
!salesman,"
Meredith from
the Kentucky Chianina
.declared.
Association, Lombard
• Meredith said he wondered
qualifies as a typical animal
whether Brown was afraid to
among his breed.
release.his income tax returns
Termed "the largest of all
because they might show his
cattle breeds," a mature
alleged gambling winnings
Italian Chianina bull can
and that he has paid very little
weigh up to 4,000 pounds while
in the way of state taxes.
a female can reach a weight of
'•Would
release show
2,400 pounds — more than
business
dealings
with enough
to make them stand
associates of organized crime
out in a crowd of smaller
figures?" Meredith asked. He
livestock.
again demanded that Brown
Tethered nearby in the West
publicize his returns for the
Wing of the Fairgrounds is
past 11 years.
Dunterton, a thedium-red
During the primary camSouth Devon.
paign. Brown produced a
A year older than Lombard,
statement from his acDunterton is about 1,200
countants, who said the
pounds lighter, but his breed
returns show no gains or
also offers a number of adlosses from gambling, and
vantages to cattlemen, said
that Brown has paid more
Bill Nielsen, a herdsman for
the Pettinger South Devon
Ranch in Chillicothe. Mo.
"Their mothering ability is
MISS YOUR PAPER?
just fantastic," Nielsen said.
"They have easy calving and
Sebscidiers who here not
a good quantity and good
received their heine-thiliveseil
quality of milk."
copy of The Wormy Learn I
The first South Devons
Tomes by 5:30 p.m. Monday
came to the United States
friday et by 3:30 p.m. on
Setordays ere sewed to cal
from Devonshire, England, 10
753 1116 between 530
years ago, Nielsen said. Since
p.m. and
p.m., Mem*
then, breeding operations
fridey, or 3:30 p.m. mod 4
have been established in 12
p iii Satordess, to Wow*
states.
delivery of the newspaper.
Kentucky is not among them
Celli most las pieced by 6
p nt weekdays or 4 p.m.
- one reason Nielsen brought
Svardays to geinfoutio•
Dunterton and a few other
&livery.
head of South Devons to the
state fair.

3,840-Pound Hulk
Attracts Many
Stares, Remarks

10 BIG
SALE DAYS
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Savings Throughout The Store
All 3 With
$35.00 Order

Bonus Special
Both With
$25.00 Order

Choice of 1 With
$12.50 Order
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TOILET
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SUGAR
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PEPSI
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RELISH

10 oz.

Lipton Ice Tea

MIX

w lemon & sugar 24 oz
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JAM

49`

32 oz

BUTTER

PEANUT

U.S. Choice
I

10 oz

$159
1

P eter Pan

Neste° Instant
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Libby)
UM*
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Heinz Hot Dog
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SAUCE
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Rosedale Halves or Slices
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Save More On Hyde Park Milk
Hyde Park
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Hyde Pork Lo-Cal

MILK
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MILK
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No Oil 12 oz
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BACON

•
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'
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Hyde Park

,

18

0!

59

' All Condensed Blue

WASHING POWDER

WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST MEAT DEPT. IN TOWN
U.S Choice T -Bone

STEAK.
U S Choice Chicken Fry

STEAK

S239
lb

lb

PRODUCE DEPT
lb 5289

5219

CHEESE
CORNED BEEF

WATERMELLONS

Fields 1 Lb

WIENERS

S119

$198
lb

1

$329
9 pcs

Owen's Famous Barbecue

RIBS

S1 98

BANANAS

Owen s Famous Whole

FRIED CHICKEN

59'

Golden Ripe

Owen's Best

HAM SALAD
lb S239

ea

Missouri Crimson Sweet

U.S. Choice Sirloin Tip

STEAK

ClaiALOUPES

Owens Best American

Owen's Best Oven Baked

U.S. Choice Boneless

RUMP ROAST.

99
'

,
1.

Limous

BARBECUE BEEF

lb

49 oz

99c

DELI
'-

a

'4

Cloverleaf Grated

Heinz Magic

CAKE MIX

a
\

Owin's

New

DRESSING

69
a

Libby's
12 oz

lb

19'

lb

69'

d7

19'

California White Thomson Seedless

GRAPES
Largo Juicy

Florida

LIMES
Home Grown Sweet

lb 5298

of
lo
.;

3-5 Lb. Avg. Pkg.

Hyde Park

COTTAGE CHEESE

59

Gold Medal Self Rising

Hyde Park
./
1
2 gal.

29 oz

CORN

••.

r.

White or Yellow 6 ears

59

S orts
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Confident Senior
Co-captain Boone Says Racer Defens
e Should Be Im

proved

By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times
Sports Editor
Tony Boone admits its a
strange feeling to be one of
just three seniors on the
Murray State football team,
but it doesn't worry him.
"I know I've got to be
something of a leader, but I'm
not really the yelling type,"
Boone, a co-captain and
linebacker on defense, said
last night after a Racer
workout. "I hope I let my
actions speak for me."

Boone's biggest dose of
success thus far has come in
high school, not college. In
1975, then a junior at Murray
High, ne helped the Tigers to
the Class A state championship. "I think that was my
best year of high school ball,"
Boone said. "And I think I
provided some leadership on
that team."
During his Murray High
career, the Tigers were 22-11.
As a Racer, the three-year
total is 15-18, but those lessthan-impressive numbers
haven't spoiled his college

career for him.
Racer defensive coordinator
Boone received letters from Frank
Beamer, who became a
Kentucky, Vanderbilt and Murra
y coach this spring,
Florida, among others, but he hasn't
seen Boone perform in
says he felt that at 6-foot and a regula
r-season game, but he
195 pounds, he might not be doe
have definite imbig enough for a career at pressi
ons of him.
some of those schools.
"Tony is the right kind of
linebacker for our defense. We
"If I was able to pick a will be mobile and stunt a lot,
school, I would probably come and he's so quick he is able to
to Murray again," he says. get the ball most of the time.
'
,I've had the pleasure of I've seen a lot of linebackers
working under two great Tony's size — what you would
coaches i Bill Furgerson and call average sized — that
Mike Gottfried ), and I hope became great players,"
this is the best year yet.
Beamer said.

"And he's the perfect player
to have as a senior. He will be
our leader on defense, and I
think he's a definite candidate
for al-conference honors."
The respect is mutual. '
lot of my confidence about this
season is due to tha man right
over there," Boone said,
motioning toward Beamer a
few feet away. -We have a
great relationship."
Last season, the Racers
possessed a potent offense
that scored 236 points, third
best in the Ohio Valley Conference. But the defense
allowed 237, one reason for the
Racers'4-7 record.
Boone started most of the
season and ranked fifth on the
team and second among the
linebackers in statistics with
45 tackles, 26 assists, four
fumble recoveries and four
tackles for losses.
It was a strange season
last year," Boone said.
"There were some players
who said well, that's good,' if
we won, and 'that's all right' if
we lost. It wasn't a very good
attitude.
"But I can guarantee that if
the offense does the job it did
last year, we're the defense)
gonna give some people some
problems."
As the only senior on the
defense, he's going to have to
.
By Tony Wilson
accept the leadership role,"
Last season, Tony Boone was second among Murray State
linebackers in defensive statistics.
says Gottfried, who has said
This season, he's a co-captain and one of only three senior
s on the current squad.
on numerous occasions that
his '78 lacked the leadership it
needed,
"Tony's always around the
ball, and he always comes
ready to play. Those are two
ingredients that are essential
for a good defensive player,"
he said.
Since his home is only a few
.blocks from Roy Stewart
GROSSINGER, N.Y. —
Stadium, Boone never had to
Purcell and Trey Lewis of defeated Michael Uvshitz of
adjust to the rigors of moving Defending champion Mel San Pedro, Calif., are the top South Africa
7-5, 6-2. Also '
and being away from his Purcell dispatched of Gary seeds in the men's and advancing in
men's play were
Kittay
of Baltimore 6-1, 6-1 in
family. "Living close to home
women's division, respec- Andy Kohlberg, Purcell's
has its advantages. After a the first round of the national tively. Lewis advanced with a University
of Tennessee
bad practice,I've always been
6-4, 6-2 decision over Becky teammate, Larry, Bourne of
21-and
-under tennis cham- Bell of Rivers
able to go there and have a
ide, Calif.
Pasadena, Calif.., Juan
good home-cooked meal. That pionships yesterday at the
Farrow of Lynchburg, Va.,
Grossi
nger
Robert Van't Hof of and
Hotel and Country
helps a lot."
Ray Disco of Forest Hills,
Club.
Downey, Calif., the No. 2 seed, N.Y.

Top-Seeded Mei Purcell
Moves In 21-And-Under

By Tony Wilson
Tony Boone (for right) credits Murray State defensive coordinator Frank
Beamer (left) for his confidence in the Racers' ability
to
enjoy" a successful .,19/9 season.

Sen. Ali?
Committee Hopes To Put Former Boxer
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK -- Formation
of an ad-hoc committee to
draft Muhammad All to run
for the the U.S. Senate has
been announced.
According
to
former
heavyweight boxer Jimmy
Ellis, a long-time friend of the
heavyweight champion, All
could run in any of six states.
They are New York, Georgia,
California, Kentucky, Illinois
and Pennsylvania..
Committee co-chairman

Murra Home
& Auto

In Office

Uoyd Von BlaMe said Ali has
been told of the formation of
the committee- but has not
commented.
.."We feel that if a grassroots movement is formed and
begins to take ho,ld, All will
run," Von BlaMe said.

should run," Von BlaMe added.
Other committee members
include retired baseball
player Hank Aaron and
comittee cochairman Huntington • Hartford,
the
millionaire AScP heir.
Formation of the committee
One aim of the committee is which would allow All to run
to get "a $1 campaign con- as an independent candidate
tribution from the hundreds of was announced Wednesday
by
thousands of little people to Ellis and Hartford at a
news
help finance a campaign in conference in the Sherat
on
whatever state we decided All Centre.

TOOL
VALUE

07
4
4
/214
)

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Phone
153-2571

'Slacks Decker

Higher Interest Rates To All Savers
0 Regular Passbook Accounts

+'75A/0

With pails sompounding the annual eftective'yield
is 5.65% There is no minimum deposit and sou earn
interest from dale of deposit to day of withdrayval.

7.95%
8

4 Year Variable Rate
Certificate of Deposit

9.410%

Murray
Murray
-:FS
17'
A'
. .,- -.:,.-.- i
Downtown
South
Branch Hopkinsville Branch
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
7th and Main
753-7921

ilk

715 So 12th St.
753-1214

LABEL MAKER
• With 3 Rolls
13/11-In. x 6-Ft) Tape

Self-stick plastic tape
identifies school supplies,
tools, etc. Rotate dial,
squeeze trigger to print
name. address
500145
QUANTITIES LIMITED

9GAL.
Produce flat, but enamelhard finish to resist stains

Minimum Deposit
510,000.00

Early withdrawal requires a substantial interest penalty

2-Speed JIGSAW

For wood, metal, plastics
. 1/3hp (max.) 2500-3200
spm. Double insulated. 02/7530
17.111

E-Z
KAREN.ATEX
FLAT ENAMEL

The rile paid is set each month based on the 4 year
Yield curve. by the US. Treasury Your rate is
guaranteed for 4 years.

Ask about our monthly or quarterly interest checks

End and side handles improve
control 3/8-hp ball-bearing motor 02/7224
. 38.88

WHITE AND 44 DECORATOR COLORS

Money Market Certificate
Term
6 Months
(182 Days)

1/2-In. Reversing DRILL

1-HP ROUTER
Heavy-duty. Accurately routs,
grooves, trims in wood, plastics,
compositions. 02/7616 .44.99

Scrubbable.

WEATHERALL1
ACRYLIC LATEX
HOUSE PAINT

vreatherAll

MOTE
AND 35
JAMESTOWN
COLORS
`iinather-type, four season
f, nish helps put more years
between you and your next
paint job
HPX

14-in sprocket tip bar cuts up to 28
inches. 2.1 Cu in engine, electric
ignition. Safety features
MAC310

rylic Latex
`ftse Paint

$21888

MODEL 1100
AUTOLOADING SHOTGUN
Americ

a's best selling autoloading shotgun. Natura
l
pointing Gas-operated Low recoil Famou
s for reliable

Performance

Ven-Rib

1100

Model 870

Pump
Vent. Rib

$17488

.

a .LS
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Sports At A Glance
Baseball Leaders

Major League Standings
NATIONAL LEAGUE
FAST
Pet GB
L
8
585
69 49
Pittsburgh
1
3,
557
64 51
Montreal
6
514
54
62
Chicago
513
60 57
St Lows
BM
9
61 59
Philadelphia
49 66
426 1IN
New York
WEST
579
70 51
Houston
541
66 56
Cincinnati
475 12N
57 63
San Francisco
454 15
65
54
los Angeles
438 17
53 68
San Diego
47 73
392 22N
Atlanta
Wednesday's Games
5
Francisco
Chicago 6, San
Pittsburgh 5 San Diego 1
New York 6. Atlanta 3
Phriadelphia 3. l'incumati 2
los Angeles 6. St Louis 5
Montreal 3 Houston 0
Thursday's Games
San Francisco ,Knepper 8-7 , at Chicago
McGlothen 94,
San Diego Perry 10-9 , at Pittsburgh
, Kison 7-6 ,. n
New York Falcone 3-9. at Atlanta
P Niekro 15-15. n
los Angeles 'Sutton 10-12 t at St Lows
B Forsch 6-10 n
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
San Diego at Chicago
Atlanta at Montreal. n
Los Angeles at Pdtsburgh. n
New York at Cincinnati. n
San Francisco at St Louis. n
Philadelphia at Houston, n

AMERIt AN LEAGt
EAST
Pet GB
L.
4fr
667
78 3,
Baltimore
5
:3 44
624
Boston
503
70 50
Milwaukee
547 14
64 53
New York
517 17N
62 58
Detroit
500 18'4
61 59
Cleveland
.317 414
38 82
Toronto
WEST
67 54
554
Califorrua
3-1
62 56
525
Minnesota
513
5
61 58
Kansas City
500
60 60
Texas
Chicago
445 11
51 66
413 17
50 71
leattle
296 31
36 85
Utakland
Welbsessley's Games
Oakland 3, Toronto 1
Boston 9 Minnesota 5
Ballimonr 2 Chicago 1
!New York 4. Texas 3
Milwaukee 6. Kansas City 5
Detroit 6. California
Seattle 3. Cleveland 2
Thursday's Games
Chicago Proly 1-4 at Boston Tudor 0n
Kansas City ,Splittorff 11-12 at Baltimore D Martinez 144. n
Minnesota Zahn 9-3 at New York
Hunter 2-7.n
Texas Darwin 3-3 at Milwaukee Sorensen 12-12'. n
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
: Chicago at Boston. n
Kansas City at Baltimore. n
Minnesota at New York, n

Football Schedules
Murra) State
September — 1, at Southeast Missouri; 8, at Evansville; 15, Southeastern Louisiana; 22. Tennessee
Tech; 29, Morehead.
October — 6, at UT-Martin; 13, at Middle Tennessee;
20, at Indiana Central; 27, Eastern Kentucky.
November — 3, Austin Peay; 17, at Western Kentucky.
Murray High
August — 24, at Russellville; 31, at Reiciland.
September — 7. Ft. Campbell; 14, at Mayfield; 21,
Heath; 28. at Caldwell County.
October —5,Trigg County; 12, Calloway County; 19,
Todd County; 26, at Tilghman.
November —2,Marshall County.
Calloway County
August —24,Union County; 31, at Marshall County.
September — 7, McLean County; 14, Lone_ Oak; 21,
Fulton County; 28, open.
October — 5, at Reidland; 12, at Murray High; 19,
Crittenden County; 26, at Webster County.
November —2,at Fulton City.

AMERICAN LEAGLE
BATTING 348 at bats i-Lynn. Boston.
341 Rice. Boston. 333, Downing.
California. 333. Brett, Kansas City. 33*
lescano, Milwaukee Xt5
RUNS-Lynn. Boston. VI, Rex, &Stan,
SO, Brett. Kansas City, W. Baylor,
California. Ie. Lansford, California. 86.
R Jones. Seattle BA
RBI Baylor. California. 167. Lynn,
Boston, 101 Rice, Boston, IS. Kemp.
Detroit, 90 Singleton. Baltunore, 17
HITS-- Brett Kansa, City, 161: Rite.
Boston. 155, Bell. Texas. 145. Lynn,
Boston, 141 Lansford. California. 140.
Baylor. California 140
DOUBLES-Brett. Kansas Clty. 34.
Cooper. Milwaukee, 13: Lynn, Boston, n,
Lemon. Chicago. 32. Bell, Texas. 33
TR1PLES-Brett, Kansas City, 14,
Molitor Milwaukee, 10. Randolph, New
York. 9: Porter, Kansas City. 9, Watson,
Kansas City. 9
HOME klUNZi.i4in. Beaton. 34: Race.
Boston. 32, Thomas, Milwaukee, 30,
Singleton. Baltimore. 29. Baylor,
California. 28
STOLEN BASES-LeFlore. Detroit, 57,
Wilson, Kansas City, 50, Cruz. Seattle. 30,
Bonds. Cleveland, 29. Bunibry. Baltimore.
*31
PITCHING 11 Decisions -Davis. New
York,9-2. 818, 262, Clear, California. 10-3,
769. 302. Eckersley. Boston, 16-5. 762,
274. Drago. Boston. 9-3. 750, 3.13: Zahn,
Minnesota.9-3. 750,3 55, John. New York,
164. 727, 291. Barrios. Chicago. 8-3. 777,
361.Kern. Texas, 10-4. 714, 1.47
STRIKEOLTS- Ryan. California, 170,
Guidry. New York. 142, Johnson, Texas.
141. Flanagan. Baltimore. 139, Jenkins.
Texas, 131

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING .310 at bats) Hernandez.
St Lows. 336, Templeton, St Lows, 329
Horner. Atlanta. Ell. Brock St Lows
337, Wirdield. San Diego. 327
RUNS- Lopes, Loa Angeles, 89 Moreno
Pittsburgh. M. Hernandez, St Louts 86
Schmidt. Philadelphia. 85 Parker. Pittdiurgh. 82
RBI -Kingman. Chicago. 91. Seem&
Pfuladelpfaa. N. Winbeld, San Diego,
Hernandez, St Louis, 83. Clark, San
Erancoco,
HITS -Templeton. St Louis, 159
Garvey, Los Angeles. 155. Hernandez
Si Louis, 151, Matthews. Atlanta. 150
Winfield, San Diego, 148
DOUBLES- Rose. Philadelphia, 35
Hernandez, St Louis. 34: Crornartie,
Montreal. 32, Parker, Pittsburgh. 31.
Reitz, St Louis, 31
TRIPLES-- Templeton, St Louis. 13
McBride. Philadelphia, 11, Moreno
Pittsburgh. 10. Scott, St Louis. 10
Dawson. Montreal. 9. Wirdield, San Diego
9
HOME RUNS-Kingman. Chicago, 39.
Schmidt. Philadelphia, 39, Wtnfield, San
Diego, H. Horner. Atlanta, 25. Lopes Los
Angeles, 25
STOLEN BASES-Moreno, Pittsburgh.
52. North, San Francisco, 50. Taveras,
New York. 15, Scott, St Louts, 31, Catlett
Houston, 31
Bibby,
PITCHING 11 Decisions
Pittsburgh, 9.2, 8111. 345: Ramo. Pittsburgh, 9-3, 750,226. "%drew, Chicago. 8St.Louts, II-3, 727.266,
3, 777, 2.56.
Blyleven. Pittsburgh, 10-I, 714, 3.58.
LaCoss, Cincinnati. 12-5. 706. 2 86,
J Niekro, Houston, 16-7, 696, 3111 Seaver,
Cincinnati. 11-5. M. 3.22
STRIKEOUTS-Richard, Houston, 216,
P Niekro, Atlanta, 142: Carlton.
Philadelphia. 141. Perry, San Diego. 129.
Blyleven, Pittsburgh, 126

Transactions
BASKETBALL
NaUenal Basketball Assoelatiee
INDIANA PACERS-Named Michael
Burns an executive vice president
HOCKEY
Americas Hockey League
NEW BRUNSWICK HAWKS-Named
Joe Crceier head coach

Natkaal Hockey League
HARTFORD WHALERS-Signed Chuck
Luksa, defensernan. and Dave Debol.
center
FOOTBALL
Nodose! Football League
FALCONS-Released
ATLANTA
Marvin Montgomery offensive tackle. and
Mark Sullivan. defensive end
BALTIMORE COLTS-Acquired Brian
DeRoo, wide receiver, on waivers from the

New York Giants Released Chuck White
wide receiver
BUFFALO BILLS-Acquired Ton,
Rusk. linebacker, on waivers frorn the
New York Giants Waived Mike Franckowia.k, tight end
DENVER BRONCOS-Waived Elliott
Walker runrung back

Southern Calls Usual Favorite
For Pacific-10 Football Crown
Arizona State and Arizona
By the Associated Press
West Coast football fans who have seen the opposition now
follow the Pacific-10 hardly and could be the PaclO's
need to buy new programs this surprise teams of 1979
fall. Nine of the conference's
teams are going to have most
One in a series
of the same starters as 1978.
has
than
UCLA
fewer
Only
13 starters returning, and five
Cal should improve on its 3-4
of the squads have 15 firststringers back for the 1979 conference finish of last year,
but the upcoming season could
campaign.
Southern Cal is, as usual, be bleak for UCLA, Oregon,
considered the team to beat. Oregon State and Washington
The defending champion State. UCLA's Bruins face a
Trojans, 12-1 and second in rebuilding year, while the
The Associated Press final other three have a number of
poll last season, are expected veterans back", bat back-from
to once again make a strong poor seasons.
John Robinson's Trojans
run at the national title,
although the Pac 10's balance again will feature the running
of tailback Charles White,
could provide some upsets.
Washington, 6-2 in con- fourth in the Heisman Trophy
ference play in 1978 after balloting last year, and the
winning the league title the passing of quarterback Paul
previous year, could be the McDonald.
White, back for his senior
Trojans' roadblock. Stanford
has rolled ,up 4,195
season,
for
race
the
in
also may figure
the Roses, while newcomers yards rtishing during his

Zoeller Admits
To Excessive Play

Southern Cal Career, including
1,859 last year. McDonald, a
senior left-hander, connected
on 57 percent of his 203 attempts in 1978, and threw 19
touchdown passes.
Washington moved the ball
well in 1978, and this season
should be no different.
Leading the way for the
Huskies is tailback Joe Steele,
who rushed for 1,111 yards last
year, and Tom Porras, who
threw for 1,151 yards.
At Stanford, 5-foot-9 junior
Darrin Nelson is expected to
once again keep opposing
defenses off-balance with his
running and pass-catching,
but the Cardinals have to find
a new quarterback to get the
ball to him.
Arizona State, known for its
ability to light up the
scoreboard, • figures to again
be a high-scoring team.
Quarterback Mark Malone,
who ran for 705 yards and
passed for 1,305 a year ago,
figures to be even better in his
senior season.
Arizona will be led by
quarterback Jim Krohn,. who
toppd the Pac-10 in passing
last year until he sufferd a
midseason arm injury.
UCLA, 8-3-1 last year, lost
runners Theotis Brown and
James Owens. but has another

potentially outstanding one tri
tailback Freeman McNeil.
Oregon, 2-9 in 1978, will rely
heavily on fullback Vince
Williams, who gained 842
yards last season, and
quarterback Tim Durando,
who started the Ducks' final
five games.
At Washington State, Coach
Jun Walden has lost the hub of
his offence — quarterback
Jack Thompson — so he's
the
offensive
changing
system. The Cougars will run
more this campaign

Middle School
Tryouts To Begin
Tryouts for the Callowa
County Middle School football
team will begin Monday at 5
p.m. at North Elementary,
coach Bill Miller has announced.
Physical examinations will
be give Tuesday and Aug. 23,
he said.

Booster Club
Meeting Monday
The Calloway County Hugh
School Athletic Booster Club
will meet Monday at 730 p in
in the high school's library.

By BOB GREEN
it back, but it's not there yet."
AP Golf Writer
The carefree Zoeller, a
— boisterous extrovert, inN.Y.
HARRISON,
Holding the coveted Masters terrupted his practice to
title has its benefits, but it watch Charles Coody walking
DETROIT LIONS-Placed Den Gray.
takes its toll, too, Fuzzy across the green with both
defensive tackle, on the injured reserve
Zoeller has found.
hands full of putters.
list. Acquired Rich McGeorge, tette end.
,J(1 waivers from the Green Bay Packers.
-I've played too much,"
"Hey, Charley, I don't want
Thermal Control
VIKINGS-UnconditioMINNESOTA
off
before
said
teeing
Zoeller
say anything but just betto
quarterback
nally released Bob Lee.
today in the first round of the ween you and me, baby, that
$400,000 Westchester Classic.
won't help," Zoeller called,
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS- Traded
Leon Gray, offensive tackle. to Houston for
"Before, nobody really then reflected on his playoff
Condensation Control
the Otters No.1 and Not draft picks in 1960
I
too
whether
cared
much
Ga.
Augusta,
at
victory
CHARGERS-Placed
SAN DIEGO
played or not. But as the
Jimmy Carter. offensive guard, on the
Zoeller isn't alone in his
injured reserve Ilst.
want playing difficulties.
they
Masters
champion
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS- Placed Scott
Acoustical Control
you in the field. I've tried to
Tom Watson, who appears
Bull, quarterback, on injured waivers
play as much as I could. And, headed for a third consecutive
.. really, I've played too much.
Player of the Year title, also
"It's hard to stay sharp has been in a mild slump for
Fire Control
playing that much. People the last couple of months but
wonder why you have those said it could end at any time.
bad rounds. Well, you just
Among the other standouts
Thennocon
cant play good all the time.
who testing the 6,603 yard, par
The Seamless, Monolithic Insulation Syllem
"I had a letdown after the 71 Westchester Country Club
• Masters and I really haven't course are PGA champ David
502-474-2718
For Free Estimates
got it back since," Zoeller said Graham, U.S. Open titleholder
green.
putting
on
the
practice
defending
Irwin,
Hale
tournament to satisfy the golf
nuts, while also confirming to He stroked three balls to the champion Lee Elder, Hubert
golf critics that the sport is so cup, using a different stance Green, Johnny Miller, J.C.
Box 304 A Rt. 3, Murray, Ky
Murray Ky
Snead and his 67-year-old
boring on TV that all shots, on each stroke.
regardless of time or place,. "I'm getting close to having uncle, Sam.
look the same. .
CBS also could provide what
Harrington called "bonus
coverage" of the U.S. Clay
Courts Tennis Championships
from Indianapolis. Scheduled
in the time slot before the golf,
CBS was already showing the
live men's finals between
and
Jimmy
Connors
Guillermo Vilas. Frank Smith,
president of CBS Sports. in
consultation with Harrington,
Chirkinian and Carl LinVISA'
demann, vice president of
programming for CBS Sports,.
made the decision to go with
tennis.
This
Dick
delighted
Pinkham, director of sports
sales. It would be Pinkham's
job to convince the advertisers
that their commercials werc
reaching the same car-buyers,
II
investors and quality beer
drinkers, whether the sport
was tennis or golf.
If the ratings were low or
there were complaints about
the inserted programming,
ma.
Pinkham and the advertiser
would negotiate rebates or
"makegoods," extra com.62:11C
oll
Heavy Load
Box
Game Load $34 Box 71O6
mercials placed into future
shows.
"We're
dealing
with
sophisticated advertisers who
are buying live TV," said
Pinkham. "The fact that golf
commercials ran in tennis
helps. If we had shown an aut, •
race instead, then there might
have been a difference. Th,
Limit 5 Boxes
demographics of the tit,
audiences are different. Sorm,
advertisers who run in golf
Special
won't take auto racing.

INSULATE NOW
SPRAY-ON

SPRAY-ON

SPRAY-ON

SPRA Y-ON

Decisions On The Tube

SPRA Y-ON

When Rain Causes Cancellations, TV Execs Can Be In Hot Water

Coll

By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
almighty
the
Even
television networks can't do
anything about the weather.
But if they could, they would
make certain it rained just
about everywhere ... except at
their golf and tennis tournaments.
Bad weather on the home
front boosts TV ratings
because people are forced
inside when they would rather
be outside playing golf or
tennis. But last weekend, CBS
got more bad weather than it
bargained for, when the nasty
storm that kept the East Coast

indoors also washed out the Whitaker had to do Sunday
Sammy Davis Jr.-Greater was explain to viewers tuning
Hartford Open in Connecticut. in for the golf why there would
This wasn't the first time be no golf. Their discourse and
that Mother Nature played _ a marvelous shot of a duck
games with live program- swimming in a bunker
ming, so CBS was prepared. disposed of a couple of
Its picture never went blank minutes, leaving CBS about 85
and its announcers never went minutes of fill time.
"You only have to get
mute.. Here's why.
"I got a call from the burned once in this situation to
learn," said-Jim Harrington,
producer f Frank Chirkinian
Sunday morning." said an- CBS Sports' director of
nouncer Pat Summerall. "He program planning. "We
said,
'we're
releasing always have emergency
everybody except you and stand-by programming."
In this case, ;BS had
(Jack! Whitaker. Get your tail
several options. It could show
out here."
What Summerall and footage of a previous golf

7 Day Bldg. Systems

Sporting Goods

Hwy.641 South-Murray, Ky.- 753-9491

Op.9 A.M. To 9 P.M. Daily
1 P.M. To 6 P.M. Sunday

Squirrel Season Opens Saturday

Squirrel Season
Special

II

II

Shot Gun Shells

$495

WINCHISTEASIONsis.

Shell &
Game
Vest

/Ps
Every Celica is tagged
for year-end savings.

ELICA
1
WEcif

HATCHER AUTO SALES
515 So. 12th Street
Murray,Ky.-753-4961

Griffey Says He

95
6
$

May Rejoin Reds
By the Associated Press
CINCINNATI
Cincinnati
Reds outfielder Ken Griffey
said, after surgery in
California, that his knee injury was not as serious as
thought and raised a remote
possibility of returning to the
team late in the season.
"There was about half an
inch of erosion on the femur
( upper leg bone and none on
the kneecap like they thought
there was," Griffey said from
his hospital bed in Los
Angeles, Calif.
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AFC Central Has Several Teams
Capable Of Taking Division Title
By GARY MIHOCF—S
Greg Pruitt has aired his
Associated Press Writer
gripes. But it's a big jump
PITTSBURGH — In Pittfrom a .500 season to the
sburgh, the Steelers have
playoffs.
three Super Bowl titles and
In Cincinnati, the Bengals
potentially their best team have
some prize rookies and
ever. But you can't even wrap hopes
for major improvement
fish in day-old potential.
from their 1978 disaster. But
In Houston, the Oilers have great
expectations have gone
Earl Campbell, the National awry
there before.
Football League Rookie of the
Year and rushing champion in
1978 — but it remains to be
One in a series
seen whether the Oilers match
their 1978 success.
In Cleveland, the Browns
Those are the teams — and
have made some trades and those are
the buts — in the

Central Division of the
American Conference, where
Pittsburgh's five straight
titles belie the toughness of the
competition.
Last season, the Steelers
had to win the division twice.
They overcame Houston in
regular season then had to
beat the wild-card Oilers in
the AFC title game.
This summer, the Oilers got
a two-week jump on Pittsburgh by opening camp July
3. But the Steelers' season
may have begun the day after
their Super Bowl victory over

Orioles'Murray 13th-inning
Theft Of Home Is Clincher;
Yaz'Homer Boosts Boston
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
It was the bottom of the 12th
inning, the score was 1-1, and
there were two out. Doug
DeCinces led off first, Eddie
Murray led off third and
Chicago pitcher Guy Hoffman
had a 1-2 count on Baltimore
pinch-hitter Benny Ayala.
One more strike, and it's on
to the 13th inning. But as it
turned out. Hoffman had the
Orioles right where they
wanted him.
While Hoffman went into his
stretch, Murray danced off
third. Hoffman glanced at
him, then at DeCinces.
Then Murray took off for the
plate and there was a robbery
in progress at Memorial
Stadium.

Tigers bested the California
Angels 6-1, the Seattle
Mariners edged the Cleveland
Indians 3-2 and the Oakland
A's defeated the Toronto Blue
Jays 3-1.
•
Red Sox 9, Twins 5 — Carl

Yastrzemski hit a two-run
homer in the four-run eighth
inning that snapped a 5-5 tie
and sent Boston to its 14th
consecutive home victory over
Minnesota.

Planning To Stay
Pirates Hope To Make 1st-Place Visit A Permanent
One

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Francisco 6-5; Los Angeles
Dallas.
AP Sports Writer
defeated St. Louis 6-5 and New
"I think this football team
The Pittsburgh Pirates — York downed Atlanta 6-3.
hasn't reached its potential now there's a team that apyet," Coach Chuck Noll said preciates being in first place.
Phillies 3, Reds 2 — Nino
before leaving Miami.
The Pirates, who used to Espinosa pitched a five-hitter
"I hope I can say that after make it a habit winning the and singled home a run in the
this season, too," he said National League East title, second inning as Philadelphia
went more
recently.
n two years broke a four-game losing
Last season, Terry Brad- before ga
the division's streak by beating Cincinnati.
shaw posted career highs in top spot on
this season.
Espinosa, 13-9, was touched
touchdown passes and acThey only stayed there a for a run-scoring double by
colades. "I can't help but get day, but moved in again on Harry Spilman in the second
better. I'm still working hard. Aug. 5. And now they may inning, and an RBI base hit by
I don't believe I'm as good as never leave.
Dave Collins in the eighth
people have been saying," he, "I think the World Series is while pitching his eighth
says.
well within our grasp," said complete game as a member
In Houston Last season, Bill Robinson, who belted a of the Phillies this season.
Campbell's arrival com- home run as the Pirates beat
plimented the passing of Dan the San Diego Padres 5-1
Cubs 6, Giants 5 — Bill
Pastorini. "Used to be Dan Wednesday night
Buckner's leadoff homer in
was like a sword fighter with a
the seventh inning powered
pocket knife. Now he has his
Chicago over San Francisco.
sword," says Coach Bum
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Buckner's
game-winning
Phillips.
wallop overcame a pair of
"I don't have any numbers
two-run shots by the Giants'
in the back of my head. But
Robinson, of course, is one Mike Ivie.
I'm expecting a lot from this of the main reasons that the
guy Earl," said Campbell, Pirates are doing so well these
Dodgers 6, Cardinals 5 —
shifting to the third person.
days, even if he isn't playing Rick
Sutcliffe pitched seven
In Cleveland, Coach Sam as much as last year because strong innings,
singled home a
Rutigliano has a precise of the acquisition of John
run and doubled and scored,
estimate of what his team,8-8 Milner. Robinson's homer was helping
Los Angeles beat St.
last year, will need to make his 23rd, pretty good for a
Louis. The Dodger attack also
the playoffs.
"part4imer."
included three singles and two
"It will take 11 wins," said
In other NL actialac—Mon- RBI....y Bill Russell. Dusty
Rutigliano, "While 11 wins treal beat
Houston 3-0; Raker added a two-run single
may be difficult, I think I am Philadelphia
stopped Cin- during a four-run rally in the
being realistic."
cinnati 3-2; Chicago edged San seventh.

Mets 6-,* Braves 3Doug New York defeated Atlanta.
Flynn had a two-run single Flynn's two-run single came
and scored another run from in the seventh when the Mets
second base on a wild pitch as took a game-breaking 6-2 lead.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
TO.
AREA FARMERS
Local farmers now have available an excellent group - major medical hospital
coverage. Many area farmers enrolled in
this plan last year. This is the same company that handles the group insurance for
many local firms - such as:
Murray Ledger 8, Times
City of Murray
Crass Furniture
W.S.J.P. Radio Staff
Purchase Construction

Freed Cotham Co. Inc.
Cain A.M.C. Jeep Inc
City of Mayfield
Power Truss Inc.
Advanced Tire Inc.

Take Advantage Of Group Rates And Group
Coverage

For Information Call
Steve Payne-759-1134 Max Underwood-753-4179
Randy Wright-753-8182 Wayne Bennett-753-7273

M. Wayne Bennett
& Associates Ltd.
Murray,Kentucky

17 Now Dead Count
In Disastrous Fastnet
Yacht Race In England

By the Associated Press
PLYMOUTH, England
Seventeen yachtsmen were
known to be dead and one
yacht was unaccounted for in
AMERICAN LEAG'UE
the disastrous international
Fastnet yacht race off southIf the pitcher hesitates or west England, the Royal
Ocean Racing Club said
takes a step towards first, he's
Thursday.
dead," said DeCinces, who
The rescue coordination
watched the pitcher take that
center in this Devon county
fateful step towards first as
port said two other sailors
Murray streaked home to
were missing and the humber
score standing up and give the
of dead may rise.
Orioles a 2-1 triumph over the
Thirteen Britons, one
White Sox Wednesday night.
American and one Dutchman
In the other American
were drovmed.The American
League games, the Boston
victim was Frank H. Ferris,
Red Sox beat the Minnesota
61, who lived in England.
Twins 9-5, the New York
During Monday night and
Yankees topped the Texas
Tuesday, nine boats lost all or
Rangers 4-3, the Milwaukee
part of their crews in violent
Brewers trimmed the Kansas
Atlantic storms that hit the
City Royals 6-5, the Detroit
fleet of 306 vessels in 150 miles

•
of water between southern
Ireland and the Scilly Isles.
Helicopters and ships pulled
136 persons from the sea in
what Tim Hunt at the rescue
center called "the biggest
operation of its kind ever
carried out in British waters."
He said the search will go on
until all boats are accounted
fnr.
Australia unofficially won
the Admiral's Cup five-race
series of which the Fastnet
race was the final event.
Steve Taft of San Francisco,
a crewman on the American
boat Imp, which reached the
Plymouth finish line safely
Wednesday,- said: "It was the
worst storm I've ever been in.
I'm going to get the first train
I can and get the hell out of
here. I'm going back home as
fast as I can."
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4-Piece
Pride-Fried
Chicken®
Dinner

You get four crispy pieces of our famous
chicken, your choice of potato, plenty of
creamy cole slaw, and a roll with butter.
All for only

$265

After 11:00 A.M. daily.
Offer expires September 2, 1979.

2-Piece Pride-Fried
Chicken® Dinner, $1.75.
We make
you feel
at home.

Jen

...RESTAURANTS

You're drinking
Diet Pepsi...
and it shows!

You're part of a trend—a major trend—that's sweeping acros
s Ameri
fitness. You want to stay in shape. Feel good. Look good. And Diet Pepsi ca: physical
's part of that
trend. Diet Pepsi-Cola has the taste that's changing the taste of Ameri
calorie in twelve ounces. And sugar-free. You're drinking Diet Pepsi—anca. Just one
d it shows!

r—

STORE COUPON

Save 25c
!Ng coupon is worth 25t toward the purchase of 8 pack. 1600 Diet Pepsi
Mr Grocer This coupon will be redeemed
by your Pepsi-Cola salesman You will
receive the face value plus 54 for handling
in accordance with ow consumer offer
onsarner must pay any deposit and/or sales tax involved Invoices proving
purnnae, 80 days pnor to submission, of sufficient stock to cover coupons submitted
must be shown upon request Cash value
1 25,5 of It Offer void where prohibited or
license required This coupon expires Oct 31, 1979 Offer limited to
one coupon per
faimly.'from)or organization Any other use constitutes fraud
This offer good only in
terrttones serviced by Paducah
Bottling Co
REDEEM THIS AT YOUR GROCER'S

Smith 12th Street
liOnlED BY PADUCAH BOTTLING CO.PADUCAH.KY UNDER APPOINTMF.NT FRoM
PepsiCo .INC , PURCHASF..

N V.
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Pros And Cons Of Proposed
Lifeline Utility Rates Aired
At Crowded Public Meeting
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. r API —
The pros and cons of proposed
lifeline rates for electric and
gas utilities have been aired at
a crowded public hearing
here.
Close to 100 persons jammed
the Urban-County Council
chambers and overflowed into
the hall Wednesday night for
the first of two hearings on the
controversial rates.
Lifeline rates would allow
residential customers who use
less than a minimum amount
of electricity or gas to pay a
reduced rate. The theory is
that the lower rates would
promote conservation and
help the poor and elderly pay
rising utility bills.
Thirty-one witnesses,
representing
consumer
groups, industry and utilities,
asked to testify before the
state Energy Regulatory
Commission and Joint Interim
Committee on Public Utilities
and Transportation, which cosponsored the forum.
The first witness, James M.
Honaker of Frankfort, an
attorney representing several
major Kentucky industries,
said lifeline rates are •'unworkable, unfair, unjust and
unreasonable.. and constitute

all expenso.e exercise in
futility."
By ordering the implementation of lifeline rate
structures, the ERC "would
be undertaking to make itself
into a welfare agency,"
Honaker said.
He said lifeline rates would
penalize elderly and lowincome Kentuckians who used
niore than the minimum
amount of energy, and would
not help lowincome families
who use energy other than gas
or electricity.
Honaker said affluent lowvolume energy users would
benefit the same as lowincome persons from the
rates, and he said implementing lifeline rates
woiild result in an overall
increase in the cost of electricity and gas.
Other witnesses who advocated implementation of
lifeline rate structures urged
the commission to put them in
place before winter.
Commission members
asked some witnesses what
they thought of the alternative
of increasing payments to the
poor and elderly under the
state's
Energy
Cost
Assistance Program or
ECAP.
"They're excellent stop-gap
measures, but that's general

Stopping Unnecessary
Prescriptions Can Save
Up To $200 Million Yearly
By DANIEL Q. HANEY
more than 20 days after
Associated Press Writer
surgery.
BOSTON AP — American
"The familiar tale of the
hospitals could save $100 nurse rushing to give the
million to $200 million a year if departing patient the last dose
doctors stopped prescribing of antimicrobial drug before
unnecessary doses of an- discharge
much
has
tibiotics after their patients credibility," they wrote.
undergo surgery, researchers
They said that if the Pensay.
nsylvania pattern holds true
•
A Harvard study found that for the rest of the nation, at
doctors sometimes order their least 3.3 million surgery
patients to take infection- patients
receive
fighting drugs as a precaution precautionary antibiotics
for days and even weeks while yearly.
they recuperate from surgery.
-Dr. Edward H. i Kass,
Eliminating this medicine another of the researchers,
would reduce hospitals' ex- said the actual cost of the
penses for antibiotics by about drugs is only a small part of
20 percent and cut down the the potential multimillion
frequency of adverse reac- dollar savings.
tions to these powerful germ
"Labor costs you more than
killers, the researchers said.
the materials, as always," he
"This is a large economic said in an interview. -It's the
waste, to say nothing of the administration and the storing
medical consequences of . and the ordering that really
prolonged
usage,"
Dr. adds to the cost. We estimate
Timothy R. Townsend, one of it's about a five-fold markup
the researchers, said in an between the actual cost of the
interview.
drug and the - final cost of
The study, conducted at getting it into the patient."
Harvard Medical School, was
Asked why doctors continue
published in today's issue of to give these drugs when they
the New England Journal of are not needed, Kass said,
Medicine.
"The biggest reason is fear
The doctors studied the way that a patient will get a
physicians gave antibiotics as postoperative infection, which
a guard against infection in 20 can be a devastating comgeneral hospitals in Penn- plication. So they're trying to
sylvania.
lean over backwards, and I
According to generally don't blame them. But it turns
accepted
practice, the out that leaning over backresearchers said, doctors wards doesn't look to be very
should
give
these useful."
precautionary doses of
medicine before, during and
for a day after some kinds of
surgery. More drugs than this
adds no extra protection.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP/ —
Pennsylvania A Lexington construction
the
At
hospitals, they reviewed 5,288 worker escaped serious injury
cases and found that 10, per- when the, walls of an open
cent of the patients received trench collapsed: nearly
this kind of medication, called burying him.
prophylaxis.
Midas Smith. 36, was
However, of these, 80 per- treated and released at St.
cent were still getting the Joseph Hospital after he was
medication at least two days freed by Metro firemen.
after their operations. Some
Smith was buried to the
continued to take the drugs neck. Rescue workers labored
until they were discharged two hours to free him.

Lexington Worker
Escapes Injury

tax money that's being
spent," said Ken Dupre of
Radcliff, southern regional
director of the Citizen-Labor
Energy Coalition."We have to
come up with innovative rate
structures that allow retest'
be spread more fairly."
Under the ECAP program,
the state can pay eligible
Kentuckians who are having
problems meeting winter
utility bills up to $80 in a onetime payment.
Anthony Martin, an attorney with Kentucky Legal
Services in Lexington. said
lifeline rates are not a radical
solution, noting that 12 states
now have at least one investorowned electric utility with
some form of lifeline rates.
"Despite the wailing and
knashing of teeth of both
utility companies and industrial customers, there is no
substantial evidence that
lifeline rates have caused
substantial
economic
dislocations or have had a
debilitating effect on utility
operations," he said.
Another public hearing is
scheduled Aug. 29 in Owensboro.

73-Year-Old Woman Is Quite Handy
By JULES LOH
AP Special Correspondent
SAVEVILLE, N.J. AP
— To look at her, Louise
' Snyder would be anybody's
candidate for the classic little
old lady.
She is little, about 5-foot-2,
has white hair, rimless
glasses. She is 73. She crochets
dainty things, embroiders,
makes her own dresses and
bakes pies for the church
bazaar.
But wait. Could that be she
climbing around on that
scaffold?
Just so. Grandmotherly
Louise Snyder also might be
the best-known paperhanger.
painter,
carpenter,
bricklayer, concrete pourer
and all around handyman in
town. Or handwoman.
"I've never thought of work
as being man's work or
woman's work," she said.
"Work is work. You do what
you have to do."
Neither, apparently, do the
people of Sayreville seers to
find anything unusual about a
matronly lady scaling a
ladder with a paint bucket On
her arm. "They all know me,"
shesaid. -I guess they're -used
to it."
To the dismay of two
generations of satisfied

customers, however, Louise
Snyder now says she plans to
cut back on her work.
••Ncit because of my age. I
feel just fine. It's that my
husband has not been well and
he needs me at home. I'll find
plenty around the house to
keep me busy. I have to keep
busy "
Louise Snyder has been
keeping busy since her mother
died, when she was seven, and
never broke the habit.
Her father, a Danish immigrant, did carpentry when
he could find work and when
he couldn't he peddled fish.

"He wasn't home much, so I
had to shift for myself. There
was no choice."
She learned the skills of a
handyman from a neighbor.
Another neighbor taught her
to cook and gave her a bread
dough maker.
"I can make enough dough
to make 10 loaves at a time,
and do that ten tunes in a day.
One hundred loaves."
Earlier this year, she did
just that every Friday for 12
weeks to raise money for
stained glass windows at the
First Presbyterian Church.
She sold the bread for a dollar

a loaf. Word spread. Each
batch she made was sold
before it cooled.
She never had to advertise,
either, for work to redecorate
other people's houses. Her
only advertisement was the
work she did renovating her
own home.
It had been a stable, built in
1877, at a brickyard. Its walls
were 14-inches thick, of brick.
The brickyard went bankrupt
and in 1946 Louise and her
husband bought the stable for
$2,000.
It took them three years to
rebuild it into a 16-room,
three-family house. They rent

the other two apartments.
When townspeople saw wttay
she had done, a career was
launched.
"I've always had more work
than I can handle," she said.
"People lie in wait for me. But
no more. Now I'm taking it
easy."
She paused in thought.
"Well," she said, defensively, "last week I did paper
a stairwell for a friend, a
widow, and next week I'm
going to paint three bedrooms
for another friend ... but,
really, I'm going to start
taking it easy. I really am."

Morgan,Trevathan 11 Gunn,Inc.
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"Super Small" Stereo 8
-Track
Car Tape Player

By Realistic
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Save
50%
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it)
Record your own tapes for home
car. 22" three-way speaker systems
have 8" woofer, 5" midrange and 3
tweeter. Aux input for adding
another component 13.1202

4tItt

299eg.
59.95

Save $30 on the
player that doesn't
space Fits under
waste an inch of
dash', seat or even
in glovebox.
slide-action Controls for
Includes
volume tone and
Ample speaker
balance.
cable all mounting
1 X4313 X6
hardware. Only
12- 7802

1999RPg.

VISA

299.95 OZ

CHARGE IT /MOST STORE'S

RECORDING TAPE SALE!

AM/FM Portable Radio

Stock Up! No Limit!

By Realistic
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Half Price!
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40-Minute

80
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STEEL BLDGS.
THAT CAN'T

LEAK
Stores, Warehouses, Manufacturing Plants,
Shops, Farm Buildings, Airplane Hangers or
whatever your need may be. The Most Versatile Building ever developed, not a nut,
screw, bolt or fastener in the roof syst8m.

Call 502-474-2718
' For Free Estimate

7 Day Bldg. Systems
Box 304A Rt. 3
Murray, Ky.

44-840

Buy now and pocket a $6
savings Features a slideaction dial for easy tuning
2'./2" speaker and earphone
)ack. Battery extra. 12-635

59

MA DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

for2

Reg.
2.59
Each
A half-price tape sale you can't afford to miss, especially if
you
want professional-sounding recordings with less hiss and
more music Stock up now!

WHEREVER you LIVE, WORK OR PLAY
THERE'S A RADIO SHACK STOREWEAR YOU!

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.

I Reg.
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80-Minute
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Young May Be At Post When
Palestinian Issue Comes To UN
By GEORGE W. HACKETT
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1API Any youngster — or adult who steps inside the red brick
building on U.S. 42 might
believe it was Christmas
again.
He'd find trains whizzing
around tracks, lights flashing,
horns sounding, whistles
blowing
— just about
everything that a model
railroader dreams of owning.
"We sell realism," said
Clark N. Miller, looking
around the plant where
• simiature train accessories
are created, manufactured
and shipped.
• He started in 1977 when a
hobby shop owner asked if he
knew someone who had, or
could design, a special light
for him.
"He wanted the light to
'remain bright, even when the
train was stopped. At that
time, the light would fade out

when you decreased the
engine's speed," Miller explained.
Miller, already involved in
the manufacture of smoke
detectors and burglar alarms,
accepted the challenge as a
change of pace.
When he found the solution
to the problem, he also found a
new market waiting to be
tapped.
"There are a lot of rail buffs
out there, more than you
realize. It's about a $190
million a year business, not
including the gadgets that we
handle."
Train Tronics now offers 24
different . accessories, has
outlets in every state and
recently concluded a deal with
to Canadian firms.
"We have three engineers
working full-time," he said.
"Once they get an idea off the
drawing board, the next step
is to reduce the production
costs and still maintain the
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Prices Good Thru Sun.
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Miller, a native of Fostoria. •
•aeors•wrienis
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Ohio, got his first taste of
Kentucky life when he did his
military stint at Fort Knox.
"I liked the area and
decided to settle here," said
Miller, now 45. He held a
Assorted &Milani
Cra.V°\1
1 The big crayon for link fingers
i
number of jobs before moving
Dries Clew,
Colors
Scoot IN. 80
Fort, Strong
into the electronics field at
1
los of 71
1
It Oz.
Goshen,Ky.
"I've never been sorry,"
Sale
said Miller. "Train Tronics is
try baby and I want to see it
ii
Nothing pleases him more
than to have a model train buff
w,•lk up and say,"Gee, I wish
you could make "
'
I•

quality."
Cost, he continued, is the
key to his company's success.
"It's not fair to tease the
consumer with something
then price it out of his range.
You know that Dad's not going
to lay out $300 for an accessory
for his kid. And he shouldn't
have to.
Miller's products are
"skinpacked in a material
resembling plastic. It lets the
customer see inside the box.
He knows what he's getting."
One of his best sellers is a
three-tone diesel horn.
"The 'IAN helped us by
determining some of the
actual sound frequencies."
Currently, the engineers are
trying to produce a steam
whistle and Miller admits it's
a complicated assignment.
"We've been on it for nine
Giovannia Mastai-Ferretti
months."
There are a variety of was elected Pope Pius IX in
dectric signs available. 1846. He reigned for 32 years
They can be mounted on your — the longest in papal history.
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School Glue
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$2.07 Value
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Empire
Rubber Bands
Zip lip pouch contains 2 oz.
of assorted quality colored
bands. Assorted sizes No.
436. .

Pocket size calculator with &digit LCD display and single-key
total memory. Includes vinyl
pouch and 9 volt battery.
No. Fl 106
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St. Regis
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Filler Paper

0•.1 ".aliwypiiirrist

5 hole side punch, regular
ruled • 200 sheets 10 2"
8". No. 1217

AM/FM Stereo Receiver
Speakers with 8" Woofer,
5" Midrange, 3" Tweeter
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Rose
White Paste
for paperwork
5 oz. jar
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Mead 3 in)

102 18
170 Sheets
No. 05.7490
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Sale $1 27

Wearever
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with 4 Partitions
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161 Protractor Ruler
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Reg. 329.95

Heal for school
home use
No. 9017.

6'r clear plastic protractor
ruler arid millimeter scale
No 32

2 25

• Aux Input

Empire
Quantity Pencils
Poly log Pencils
No. 079
14 Pencil

4.7A ne

so.

N A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
•

Closed tan.

contains one each Stick
Pen, Marker, Boll Pen PePer,
c.
Nil .1.9e8e9
d6eynd 4 Erasers

E.5 i
s‘,. ?
,..94
1 t.:
,c,

ii

.•A

Aladdin School Lunch Kit

Empire Combo
Pack Erasers
Super value 3 pink bevel, I
green bevel 3 regular caps
and 1 white boll pen erase'.
No 2904

209,
0 loot•t 35355.331•41 .911
4.5.13,• c•r/••• 515.1 Ty
r%wee., orftl.
roe 1159r5.9•Leti•

$339

• Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.

I1

-•••••-•
co SCHOOL SUS

Same great features as
above, but with cassette
recorder featuring a
digital tape counter and
Auto-Stop 13-1203

10-11 Mo:-Fri.

Wearever
Writing
Kit

WEAREVEN

office

For

• Hinged Dust
Cover

Most items
also available at
Radio Shack
Dealers
look for this
sign in your
neighborhood

Combination padlock plus
strong 36" plastic coated
chain
No. 8114

Notebook

5•' 1.01[100

95
29

RADIO SHACK HAS OVER 7000
0.onts AND DEALERS IN THE USA AND CANADA'
.

Slaymaker
Chain Lock

Subject

AM/FM/Phono/Stereo Cassette System

CHARGE IT(MOST

$.1. 244

(Teod

200 Sheets
101
/
2" 8'
No 5536

29
R9eg.
95

29
'

Sale 294

St. Regis
5 in 1
Subject Book

199

Two large diameter thick
block lead tipped and
sharpened pencils featuring
Peanuts characters.
No 388

Sole

14" long Pencil
with matching Puff
No. 123

97'

U
N

$1 49

Empire Peanuts
Husky Pencils

Empire
Fluff Puff
Pencil

200 Sheets
8 2 111"
No 7012

39

Sale

0.5 mei uhro-fine lead is 70*r thinner titan
regular fine -line lead.
No. P225111.
$2.98 Vallee

St. Regis
Typing Paper

JP0 sheets

with point guard
choice of 11 colors
Reg. 79'

33'

Pental Pro/Am
Automatic Pencil

Sale

'offing
PaPer

Paper Mate
Flair
Porous Point Pen

Ideals for maps, posters and any
marking needs. Choice of 8 vivid
colors
Regular 59'

No 319
89' Value

-as.'
ob al

$895

Sole

El Marko
Marker
by Flair

Script°
Long Lead
Pencil 8,
Lead Pack

Sole

Ii

Sharp
Calculator

—Il

6COIC 64.1.
PIPICI •W.I.

• Front-Loading
Cassette
System

S.,. 294

994

0300

Complete Stereo
Record!Play
Music System

Clarinette-96 by Realistic

Launders out with soap and water
4 oz

Empire Plastic Pencil Case

Sale

COMPACT STEREO SYSTEMS

Record your own tapes from the 3-speed
changer. off-the-air. or from the stereo mike
jacks. Illuminated dual VU meters plus recording
level controls. Recorder has Auto-Stop at end
of program 4 An aux input lets you add a 2nd
recorder or other audio component. 13-1202

46

Bic Clic
Super Value

Sale 884

O
O
0
O

Crayo

494

The Nationwide Supermarket of Sound'

3-Speed Automatic Stereo
Changer with Dust Cover
Built-In 8-Track
Recorder/Player

Crayola Crayons

SO. 344

STORES)

Scotch
Transparent
Tape '

Radio
Thaek

The Gear Tare
z.500'
kle. 144

DEALER
•

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES

Bic
Bargain Pack
Ball Pen
Peck of
$1 .45 Vol..

SO. 564

!'

Shaeffer
Refillable
Fountain Pen
with 7 cartridges
SI 49 Vslife

79'

11%W.V.%W.WAMANWEVAN%
vellewein

si

'

•ai
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j
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Specials From Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept IP'
Plastic Swivel

•
Ij

k
a ft..
•
1•
•
•
•
• 10 •
•

I

Savage Model 73
22 Cal.

e
m

Rifle $3875

mr-m11••
Ime.11111•1
••• ••••••••• 11111111
n

ome items n,:t exacti as •ictured

'Uncle Jeff's Clothing Dept.
•

Dresses

Acapulco Water Skis

G-Lox
Gun Rack
For all trucks &
recreational vehicles
assorted colors

5 Gallon
Plastic

Gas
Can

a
•
•

Ladies Short
Sleeve

Tops
25% ,a
40%
Off
S-M-L

•

Men's

Knife

22 Shells
Box of SO Xtra high
velocity long rifle hollow
point cartridges

,

Indian Archery "STALKER"

$5600
Adiu_spakiie from 45-55
pound draw strength

Exercise Mat

Deluxe
Exercise
Bicycle

Shirts

20%

Off
Assorted Styles
& Colors

R°9°1°r or C°m°°f1°9° g°*

Compound Bow

1 58
Diversified
Products

Mens Prewashed
Fashioned

Jeans

son0"

Xpediter

Reg. 5/s7.50
Our Price

5

Reg
513.27

Winchester
uper X

Tube Socks
$549

ONLY

Old Timer
"Drop Point
Sharpfinger'

•Model 15401
03',2" Blade
*Unbreakable Stoglon
handle with leather
sheath

each

$1 99

$497

'L
I
L

$517

Off

$67
Durable 2" Webbing
with 25 elastic loops
for 12-16-20 gauge shells

G-Lox Inst. Mount

12-20410 Gauge

Shoes

without

Shotgun Shell Belt

Shotgun

Boys & Mens
Dress & Casual

with arms

$72.99
$54.97
$45.97

Mustang Water Skis

Harrington & Richardson
Model 88 Topper
Single Shot

Entire Stock of
Girls Short Sleeve

Junior, Misses
and Half Sizes

Rog. $59.95

Also 1 Peir Each of Cypress Gardens
Big Monster Slalom Water Skis
sock

Single Shot
Bolt Action
Shoots Shorts, Longs
or long Rifle

111011:1::;MelMWIM-MIWiliele

Ladies

Cypress Gardens-Dick Pope Jr.

Boat
Seats
$997

Wenzel
Screen Houses
Spocious unobstructe

d interior for insect free dining and relaxing. nylon zippered doors in nylon screened walls at both front
and bock with treated fire fighter finish. Fintshed SIN.
base
121E12, center 7'6'' wall height 510'.

99
$99
Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department
Sizes 4-16

dimensions 72 x 24 x 1$
filled with 1 inch
polyfoam filler

how.,• I S
moor topeeasnees,
soil *arra teartI .01% airp• ambleo•N

Buffalo

$
437

MEE
imr=iLer
1 P

st

jpt—,

Kidde Fire Away

Fire Extinguisher

Stove

f
' •'

Socket Set

each

Franklin Type
Wood Buring

40 Piece
1/4" & 3/8" Drive
SAE & Metric
Combination

UL Rated
Rechargeable ,

Complete with
grate & flue

$997

$1 499
Quik Pik
Portable
15 Drawer

Cabinet
Model 1 1 -61 5
$957

Buffalo
2 Ton
Hydraulic

Use for applying lawn
& garden fAilizer
insecticides & weed killer

Grass Shears
Mode'8280
Makes Grass
Trimming Easy

• isMMI
mi •III
im IMMI
iNviiis••SI

Includes Carry Case,
.3 Piece Router Bit,
Straight 8 Circle
Guide

Battery
Charger
6 or 12 Volt

$4699

Schauer 6 Amp

$2477

,• AIMS /

/f

—
ari axiiimPf•
e•• Oriereee

Hose End Sprayer

Black it
Decker
Cordless

Reg. $18.99

OR

Spray Doc Sprayer

Jack
$1 1 99

4116

Router
Kit

Only

$137

Off Already
Discounted Price

/
3
4 H.P.

Watering Can

Chain Saw
$3995

30 Watt
700 deg. Tip

%

2 Gallon

Wen 10"
Electric

Pencil Type
Soldering 'Iron

1

Plastic

Garden Mulch
if!.soh
1

Reg.
5249.95

Guardian

Air Compressor
I hp, 21 gallon tank,
maximum pressure
150 lbs.

$199"
1 Only

Oeseselelesen'00000000000000011" m m m
•
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Barren Circuit Court Judge
Dismisses Charges Against
Two Murder Defendents
GLASGOW, Ky. ( AP) Charges against brothers
Barren Circuit Judge Cass Kerry and Tony Wyatt were
Walden has dismissed charges dismissed Wednesday on a
against two of the four motion by the defense. Walden
defendants in a murder 'said the charges were
conspiracy trial here
dismissed due to insufficient
evidence.
The attorneys for defendants Sherman Adams, the
Grand Dragon of the Ku Klux
Klan in Kentucky, and Klan
state secretary John Palmore
offered no defense except the
cross-examination
of
prosecution witnesses. Both
sides
concluded - their
FILM, FLASII CUBES,
arguments, and summations
CAMERAS, FRAMES,
were to begin today.
Artcratt Studios
Palmore, Adams, and the
118 Se. 12111-753 0035
Wyatts
were charged with
PRII PABVING IT 1141 000a
plotting the murders of

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
4 Conjunction Answer
CROSS
to Wednesday's Puzzle
5 Craved
1 Beg
6 Foreign
6 Seed coatrA-T Vol
7 Shoe part
log PI
11 Vulgar
Frozen wa12 Intertwining
ter
9 Chtnese
14 Decays
15 Backbone
measure
10 Sleep
17 Conjunction
UIJ
18 Anger
sounds
11 Felony
19 Discharged
13 Twelve
20 Theater
TOE
dozen
sign Abbr
16 Goad
21 Pronoun
19 Destinies
22 Home-run
2Q Endured
Icing
P IJS
ED
22 Land units
23 The sweet23 Assumed
30 Climbing
sop
38 Wild buffalo
name
24 Suitt
plants
of India
25 Hard-wood
31 Kind of
26 Waste silk
39 Window part
tree
cheese
fibers
41 11-_,fore
26 Ice masses 32 thooses
27 Raised
42 Males
33 Rants
28 Muse of h s- 28 Folded
44 Near
29 Wander
35 Gambol
tory
46 State Abbr
29 Wild plums
1
3 4 5
6
7 119 10
31 Wider
34 Containers
17
35 Liberates
12151513
1
36 State Abbr
16III
/7
4111
37 Beam
?55
38 Solos
I
191111
Wooden pin
21
27155
5
40 Article
41 Iroquoian Indians
27
28 555
42 Heavy staff
43 Longs for
29 30
31
32 33
45 Occur3-4
35
rences
47 Meat cut
3755
3955
48 Europeans
l
a

Ell3C1013
G111000 URI
WOWEDuuuwuu
DRUM LZIOG1
MEW IZMil 130013
11;1111131:10 rEICIL1 00
13131i 00BI

0120 000 00000
LILWJILI UUIi LACILIEI

mum

UIU 313131113
12Ejj LAPSE 3010

II

a

II
III

II il II

DOWN
1 More indigent
2 Tardy
3 Bitter vetch

UU
UU
1111

a

41

42

a

111

4,5
i
ll

"

46IllS

48
ill
II
etr by t7nited Fptur, Srndicste, Inc.

lUll
1192

PUT IT IN THE

Illinois Central
Cars Derail
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
(API-Five cars of an Illinois
Central freight derailed early
Wednesday • but no injuries
were reported.
State
Railroad
Commissioner L.H. Frymire said
there were 55 cars on the
southbound train at the time of
the accident on the north edge
of Eastview in Hardin County.
Frymire said the accident
was under investigation and
that the track should be
reopened today.

1. Legal Notice

2. Notice

brothers David and Kenny
Bush, both of Glasgow. The
four defendants were indicted
by a Barren County grand
jury March 29, and all pleaded
innocent.
Barren
County
Commonwealth's Attorney Carroll
M. Redford contends that
David Bush was targeted to be
killed because he was
scheduled to testify against
Adams in another case in
Bullitt County. Redford also
contends that Kenny Bush was
a subject of the alleged conspiracy because he persuaded
his brother TO testify against
Adams.
Earlier
Wednesday,
prosecution witness Ronnie
Jones, 30, of Glasgow,
returned to the stand and
under cross examination
testified that Palmore and
Adams discussed killing the
two Glasgow brothers during
a Jan. 14 meeting.
During opening testimony
Tuesday, Jones, James
Haynes and Ricky Turner, all
of Barren County, said they
were present at meetings in
Glasgow where the alleged
plot was discussed.
The three also testified that
the Wyatt brothers did not
take part in any murder
discussion. They said the
brothers got a high school
yearbook with a picture of
Bush when Adams asked if
there was a picture available.
They said the picture was to
go into a Klan newsletter or
magazine. Turner and Jones
testified that Adams said the
picture was too old and could
not be used.

WOOF i

Mq BROTHER SPIKE',
WOW'. 115 600C, TO
SEE KOU AGAIN'

0:41

50 THI5 I5 HERE
qOU LIVE, HUH 7
YOU'RE R(GHT, IT LOOKS A
LITTLE LIKE MY HOUSE

legal Notice

Murray , Xy
Isheat of Marto.
Benton,K) Ph 5274463

Photo Copy
Machine
Sales & Service

TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS
753-0123
WANT All
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed bow is a sway
refereece NNW wiN (middy hap
yes loam C, ciessifwetiew yew
ti. lNf kw.
I. Legal Note
2. Notice
3. Cord of ?honks
4. In Memory
S. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
1. Situation Wonted
Bus. Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sole
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
II. Sewing Machines
11. Form Equipment
211. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Rodio
27. Mobile Home Soles
28. Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
38. Business Rental
31. Wont To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
32. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Porms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
U.Pets-Supplies
04. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sole
42. Home Loons
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sole
U.Forms For Sale
46. Homes For Sole
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto. Services
44. Used Cors
SIP. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
54. Free Column
$7. Wonted

I'M &AD OUR MOM
NEVER SAW T1415

2. Notice

2. Notice
tddr__

TAPP
COAL
COMPANY
MURRAY
YARD

DANCE

NANCY
I THINK.
TRY OUT
FOR THE
OLYMPICS

L.

BUT YOU
TO
SEAjJ
CHAMP AT
50ME THING
HAVE

_

\./

WHAT
DO YOU
THINK
YOU'RE
50 GOOD
AT?

vnv POST 1889

BUBBLE
, - -1 - GUM ,

Paris, TN.
Hwy.79E.
Saturday, Aug. 18th
9 till
Mason Dixon Line

1 mile

south Highway

121

753-2287

Free Store 759-4600.
Au6u5r

BEETLE BAILE
PLATO./
YOU
MlSSEP
ROLL
CALL!

1979 Urs.led Feature Syndicate

I KNOW.
TELL ME
ALL ABOUT
IT

Lump Stoker and Egg
Cool

God is love. Bible study.
anytime. Bible Facts and Free
Store, 759-4600.

InC

I'VE NEVER
EXPERIENCED A
ROLL CALL VICARIOUSLY

Delivery
Service
by the bushel bag ton
Of truck load

GROUPS, FAMILIES,
AND REUNIONS.

Pat Hackett

CARTER STUDIO

dSlirr
416

753-8298

"wowap

P" mir

8

BLONDIE

laasmea

CON GRATu

ONS,
PAGWOOD-

AS Or TWAY YOU'RE MY FIRST
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

atil0
TA

mi-`1D4
NOPE. 'IOU DON'T
HAVE TO PAY ME
A

1

e AO

cl"
A

'Nee

..... •
YNNON

TORP'EPO,
ROCKING THE
L.( BOAT!

WHAT
ARE `,CiLl
Ilk

DON& 4
DOWN
THERE

..i..
Lilts

4

I'M PUT US ON
AUTD-PfLOT„ AND
HAVE A LOOK...

ot,

r

B-16

PHANTOM

We Now Have Natural
Gas heaters, furnaces,
ranges and water
heaters at discount
prices.

Nam.

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

,r`Th

N.;

2. Notice

AN ORDINANCE Relating to the Annual Budget
and Appropriations.
WHEREAS, a proposed use hearing was held on
the 12th day of April, 1979; and
WHEREAS,a public hearing was held on the proposed budget showing receipts of $1,260,720 and expenditures of 81,260,720 on the 31st day of May, 1979;
and
WHEREAS, the property assessment has been
certified as:
Real Estate
8299,097,130
Tangible Personal Property
874,362,132
Public Service Companies
824,081,000
Bank Shares
$8,473,695
Other
$ ;and
WHEREAS, the proposed budget was approved
by the Budget Commission on 1st day of May, 1979,
tentatively approved by the fiscal court on 9th day
of May,1979 and approved as to form and classification by the State Local Finance Officer on the 20th
day of June, 1979.
NOW THEREFORE IT IS ORDAINED BY THE
FISCAL COURT OF CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY:
SECTION ONE. There is levied for the year 1979
the general ad valorem tax rate per POO assessed
valuation on all taxable property within the
jurisdiction for the General Fund and such additional tax rate for each Special District or other
fund as indicated:
Estimated
Fund
Rate
Receipts
f a)General
11.9 cents
$473,U73.uu
b)Health
2.54 cents
$100,975.22
c)Library
2.96 cents
8117,671.91
Id) Forestry
2.0 cents per acre
8608.20
SECTION TWO. The following budget is adopted
for the year 1979-80 and the amounts stated are appropriated for the purposes indicated.
1 General Fund
General Government
8294,217
b
atection to Persons and Property
$36,670
IC I Health and Sanitation
$8,500
di Hospitals, Charities and Corrections .... $24,600
i- el Libraries and Other Educational
821,250
Activities
f I Debt Service, General Fund
$ -0g I Misc., General Fund
8217,889
Total
8603,126
121 Road Fund
8266,000
13)Revenue Sharing Fund
a)Public Safety
$19,870
(b)Environmental Protection
85,000
(e)Public Transportation
8182,336
(d)Health
$51,000
(e)Recreation
836,000
(f) Libraries
(g)Social Services for the Poor or Aged
(h)Financial Administration
89,600
(i) Capital Construction, Maintenance
or Equipment
(4)Other Fund(s
(a)CETA withholdings
875,000
(b)Forestry
$588
(c)Juvenile Support
812,200
SECTION THREE. This ordinance shall be
published in the Ledger & Times newspaper by title
and summary within thirty (30) days after adoption.
SECTION FOUR. This ordinance becomes effective immediately upon passage and publication.
Adopted this 14th day of August, 1979, by 4 ayes
and 0 nays.
Robert O. Miller
Chief Executive
ATTEST:
Marvin Harris
County Clerk

FREE
Nearing Aid
Service Center
9 a.m.-12:00 Noon
Friday, 24th
Wallis Drug Store

EANUTS

SPIKE!

1)1.11.1

News, Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display.
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 7531916 and 753-1917

•

1

TEXGAS
Railroad Ave.
7S3-1823

MURRAY PUBLIC
SCHOOLS
NOTICE
For Sale,three 1971 International School
Buses with automatic
transmissions. Call
Murray Board of
Education, 753-4363,
week-days between
the hours of 8:00 a.m.
and 4:00 p.m

There will be a meeting Sat. Aug. 18 at
2:30 p.m. at the Jim Allbritten Gro. bldg. in
New Providence. Everyone with any interest
in New Providence Cemetery is urged to attend.
Purpose of meeting ore to elect trustees
and discuss further financing of upkeep. Will
be of special interest to those who have not
paid on trust fund.

6. Help Wanted

BIKE CALL
Wednesday
Near
and Thursday "Who
Should Be Baptized?" 759-4444 or
"Children's Story,"
759-4445.

1

Help
Wanted
over 25 to work ,.
stereo and record store
Should be familiar with muss
Pick up application at

.Jdy

World of
Sound
12N,

Now open! North Hills Park
Minature Golf. Hours, 1 pm til
9 pm. 7 days a week. 3 miles
north of Paris on Highway 641.
South Fina Station new hours
open 8 am til 7 pm Monday
through Saturday. and 11 to 5.
Sunday.

Quality
SIGNS
Since 1951
Come On By or
Call 753-3315
It's A
Fact
Free Gift

Wrapping

No PNoese Coes Pieole

Full time secretary, short hand
necessary. Send resume to P 0
Box 32£. Murray, KY 42071
Full time night manager. part
Wilt day and night shifts. App:
yin person at Bobs
810 Chestnut Street.
Help wanted
Experienced
painters, steady work For interview call 153-0839 or after 6
pm call 753-5281
Janitor Must be able to run
buffer, work late hours. Write
P.O. Box 32 Z, Murray, KY.
Law office opportunity. Requires office experience. short
hand or speed writing skills,
-typing skills, some bookkeep:
mg, some knowledge of office
machines and a desire to learn.
Need not apply without above.
Resume to P 0 Box 32 G Murray, KY,

I. A Specialty At

Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

5. Lost and Found
LOST
Childs pet, Toy Fox Terrier, black & white
spotted. Apirtieti to
name of Bo Bo, strayed
from home in Coles
Campground rood and
641 North. Call 759 4631 anytime.

6. Help Wanted
Babysitter wanted for 2 year
old, in your home, near Coldwater or North Elementary
school Call 489-2116 after 5
pm.
Bookkeeper Needed
Muss be alas N de payroll
rod imarlorly too roporh,
otcl S..4 iwelemie is P.O.
32/f.

Captain O's is now accepting
applications for counter girls
and fry cooks. Day and night.
Apply
Monday through
Thursday between 1 and 4. No
phone calls.
Earn extra money. No investment. Take orders for Lisa low
priced jewelry. For free
catalogs call toll free 1-800631-1258.
Employee needed. Must be ex, perienced in sales, able to run
• a cash register and willing to
train for assistant manager. Apply in person to Vernon's
Western Store, Olympic Plaza

SALES
POSITION
Available in
Cosmetics
at

BRIGHT'S
Fringe benefits. Apply
in person Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday between 10 a.m.
and 4 p.m.
Mechanic to operate two bays
of newly re-opened service station. Experience. Commission.
Hopkins Sycamore Service. 9th
and Sycamore.
Need responsible person to sit
with toddler in my home. Monday through Friday, 8, til 3,
beginning August 27. Call 7531719.
Needed: mechanic and cleanup man. Good pay and good
benefits. Only experienced
men need apply. Kay-Mart Auto
Market. 753-4626.
SEWING MACHINE operators.
Apply in person Calloway
Manufacturing Company, 111
Poplar. Murray, KY
Two experienced clean-up
men. Must be experienced,
must have references. Unqualified people need not apply. Apply 111 person only at Mutt
& Jeff's Used Cars. South 3rd
St. Extended.

NEEDED:
Manager for Bonanza
'Steak House opening in
Mayfield. Someone with
fast food experience
preferred. Send resume
to Bonanza, P.O. Box
337, Sparta, IL 62286.

INVITATION TO BID
The Calloway County Board of Education will
receive sealed bids for the paving of the Calloway
County High School parking lot until 1:00 p.m.,
Thursday, September 6, 1979, at the office of the
Board of Education, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky, at which time and place all bids will
be publicly opened and read aloud.
Specifications will be on file in the Calloway County Board of Education office building, 2110 College
Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky, and at the office of
Gingles & Harms, 2111 20th Avenue South,
Nashville, Tennessee. A copy of the specifications
and bid form may be obtained from the above by
depositing a check made payable to Gingles &
Harms in the amount of $50.00. All deposit checks
will be held uncashed until bids are opened and contracts awarded, after which they will be returned to
all except the successful bidder if bona fide bid has
been tendered and specifications are returned in
good condition within ten days after bids are opened.
The Board reserves the right to reject any or all
bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.

.HELP WANTED
The City of Murray, in order to carry out the
Comprehensive Community Development Program, will be hiring a Community Development
staff. The following positions will be open and filled
as required to implement this program.
1. Assistant Director/Housing Coordinator
2. Rehabilitation Officer
3. Rehabilitation Inspector Cost Estimator
4. Fairhousing, Equal Employment Officer
5. Secretary
Application for these positions, along with complete job descriptions, can be obtained at City Hall
between 8: OCt a.m. and 5:00 p.m. in the Planning Office or by writing to Steve Zea, City Planner, City
Hall Building, Murray,Kentucky 42071.
Salary commensurate to qualifications. Excellent
fringe benefit package.
Final filing date - August 31, 1979. Please state'
position or positions for which you are applying. The
Ctty of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer
operating under an Affirmative Action Plan.
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ME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
16. Home Furnishings 211litae Rents 32. Apts. For Rent

1271-nsurance

6. Help Wanted
Teacher needs babysitter in her
home for 2 small children
8am-3pm, Monday through Friday Call 753-7173
Wanted farm families interested in a top notch major
medical group hospital
coverage. Call Bennett 8
Associates 753-7273
Wantedt full time employee for
helicopter pilot Send resume
to P.O. Box 32 H. Murray, KY.

9. Situation Wanted
Do you have a child, yet want a
job? Why not babysit in a
teacher's home and bring your
child along? Call 753-2379.
Wanted. farm families interested in a top notch major
medical group hospital
coverage. Call Bennett &
Associates 753-7273

10. Bus. Opportunity

Wanted farm families in
terested in a top notch major
medical group hospital
coverage Call Bennett 8
Associates 753 7273
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opportunity
Business
Restaurant for sale located on
North 16th Street across from
Murray State University campus. Fully equipped operation.
complete with inventory.
Owner selling for health
reasons. Call Guy Spann Realty.
753-7724.
6 acre site with potential for
mixed use development, current income to offset carrying
cost until development is productive. Very desirable location
near Murray State University
campus. Joint venture or
limited partnership possible.
Call Guy Spann Realty, 7537724.

11. Instructions
Lyndta Cochran Dance Studio
registration for dance and gymnastics. Call 753-4647
Tae Kwo Do classes are being
offered at Murray State University. Classes 5 days a week.
ages 5 and older. Contact 7594906.

210E Main
753-0489

14. Want To-Buy
1967 Camaro door panels. in
good shape Call 753-7393
Grandparents want to buy
parta-crib and mattress Call
753-7391
Want to buy used baby bed
Call 753-0788

15. Articles For Sale
For Sale trombone, queen size
mattress. 19 inch color tv..
folding cot. tape recorder, pole
lam Sea ,,Snark sail boat
remote control toy car. Call
753-7231
Sweet corn, any amount. $1
per dozen. Call 753-5249.
Three and a half ton central air
conditioner unit. 753-3509.
Twin size white canopy bed,
also insulated camper top for
full size pickup truck. 7534106

ASSISTANT MANAGERS
Ashland Oil is moving into the quick
service food/gasoline store business
with its new "SAVE MARTS" and- offers
re& ground floor opportunities for ambitious individuals seeking growth
oriented careers.

IF YOU...
•Are willing to work hard
•Like to meet and deal with the public
•Can function in a fast paced atmosphere
*Are looking for a career rather than a
job
Contact

Ralph Garrett
753-1559
H.S. Jackson, Jr., P.S.C.
Announces The Association Of

David A. Eberle, M.D.
And The Formation Of

Urology Associates
At
Street, Suite 107
Eighth
300 South
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Practice Limited To Urology
Office Hours By Appointment
Telephone: (502) 753-9240

WANT AN EXCITING
REWARDING CAREER?
Kuhn's Big K Stores Corporation has it for
you in retail store management
We are seeking those individuals who are
self motivated, positive thinking adults with
a sincere desire and a strong dedication to
become a successful professional store
manager Experienced or not we will train
you through our management training pro
grams
If you are this type of person we would like to
discuss your future with us Please contact
your local Big K or Big K Edwards store
manager for all of the particulars, or send a
resume in strict confidence to
DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL
KUHN'S BIG K STORES CORP
245 GREAT CIRCLE ROAD
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE
37228

WE ARE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER. MIF

Home stereo, Call 437-4314
after 330 pm
Hide-a-bed. 2 end tables and
coffee table in good condition,
$50 753-4740
Like new, brown plaid love seat
and chair Call 753-2810
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances. The Odd Shop.
642-8250. We buy, sell, and
trade

For rent 2 bedroom trailer, 12
X 60, $135 per month plus
deposit No pets Located tv
miles west of Almo Heights on
Highway 464 Call 753-4661
Two bedroom trailer central
heat and air, $150 per month,
$75 deposit No pets Call 7534808
Two bedroom, central air conditioning gas heat, fully
19. Farm Equipment carpeted. walking distance of
1975 Bush and Bog disk, the University 753-5209
Rome, 12 ft. $1000 1976
Heating-Cooling
plow, Ford. 4 furrow, good con- 29.
Drill
1978
dition, $800.
Two floor type furnaces, one
monitor. Dickey John. four row, updraft furnace, basement
new. $200. Call 753-3720 or type for sale Phone 753-3435
753-0638.
Cresote treated posts. 753- 30. Business Rental
4951 after 6 pm.
Available immediately, 1.000
Used Case 350 track loader, oil square feet in Southside Shopclutch. 36 inch forks, 44 yd. ping Center. next to Jim's Shoe
gearmatic winch.
bucket
Outlet. 753-6612
Whayne Supply 443-3631.
3,420 sq.ft. commercial
Used Cat D6C s-n 10k 6462. building at 401 N 4th
straight dozer with tilt, 1972 Fireproof.' concrete and steel
year model, good undercar- construction,, low insurance
riage. Whayne Supply, 443- rate, plenty it parking space
3631
Call 753-3018.
Used Cat 933F track loader.
1964 year model, oil clutch, 1 31. Want To Rent
and one-eighth cu. yd. bucket.
fair undercarriage. Whayne Apartment for responsible
Supply 443-3631
young woman with 2 well
children. References.
20. Sports Equipment behaved
Call 436-2438 or 436-2731
Ladies golf clubs. Wilson 1200,
rent small
5 woods. 1.3.4.5.7, excellent Would like to shelter and
with
condition, $85 Call 753-5692. pasture or lot
water for hefers Call 75322. Musical
0150
For sale: 6 string Alvarez Artist 32. Apts. For Rent
guitar. pearl inlaid neck. $400
Call 753-7490
For rent furnished apartment
Reynolds cornet good condi- in New Concord, $80 a month
Call 436,2427,
tion. Call 753-1389.
One and two bedroom apartgood
clarinet,
Signet. B flat
men/s for rent. One block from
condition Call 753-1389
Call 753,2649. ot
.University
Used console stereo. $35. Com- 753-5791
ponent sets, $75. Also 19 inch
color t.v and one year old console piano. Clayton's-J 8 13
Music. 753-7575.

Small furnished apartment
married couples only See at
401 South 8th Street
Three bedroom furnished
apartment for boys, redecorated, prime location to
campus 753-8585
Vacant: 2 apartments One 2
bedroom. one 1 bedroom. No
pets. Call 753-8333

31. Rooms for Rent

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control
24.'isce11ineous
House to be moved or torn
down over 100 years old. Lots
of good lumber. Call 492-8342.
One karat cluster diamond ring
for sale. Call after 5 pm. P47646.
Two 40 foot van loads of office
furniture. Chairs, desks. safes.
2.3,4. and 5 drawer file
cabinets, storage cabinets,
fiberglass and plexiglass. Ross'
Sons Salvage Wise:, -Inc., Mar- tin, TN 38237 Phone: 901587-2420. Open MondayFriday. 730 to 530. Saturday
730 to 3.00.
Used clothing for sale or trade
good condition. 753-7981.

7618 after 5:00
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

Hammond Chord Organ
$20000
GE Washer & Dryer
"
Both For $300

Phone 753-2587
(Mrs. Guy Spann)

WE BRING PEOPLE HOME

OLDER HOME!!! Older part of tnwn. Lots of
room, great candidate for remodeling. Could
also be converted to high return income
producing property. For your new tax shelter or
remodeling project just give us a call. 753-7411.

m

37. Livestock-Supplies

Location'
Excellently located commercial
property with fine business
potential Approximately 1800
square feet of usable space
Paved parking area Ideal for
restaurant, fast food, reciea
tional business, etc Within
walking distance of University
John C Neubauer, Realtor
1111 Sycamore Street. Murray
753-0101 or call Robert
Rodgers. 763-7116
Location! Location!

ginol
BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
75310110

ProteasionalSrrN icrb
With The I. nem& Tow* '

New - 4 Be., 3 baths,
large sunken family
rm., w/fireplace.
Playroom upstairs.
Heat pump & air cond. •
about 3,500 sq. ft. floor
space.
Prime Location: 4
BR., brick 2 story
older home, fireplace,
formal . dating room,
full basement on big
lot. Just Reduced to
$39,500.

ii
753-1222

HOME
TO COMFORT
Four or five bedroom
home with 10 closets
and lots of room for
the large family. Lovely wooded lot on quiet
residential street.
Priced to sell fast in
the low $50's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for real service in
real estate.

Ilinley Auction
Realty Sales
cot Noun
Au. tionrrr elt.r
Appreist r
Ph 401 474 raeo
\ putt)
r '

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Walnut Street

NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

Price of

Spacious home with 4
BR., 2 Baths, study,
playroom, fireplace,
large fenced in back
yard, would be perfect
for the growing family.
.,,,
mffmrommoRmiti
New duplex under con
struction, nearing completion
in Northwood Subdivision Has
1200 square feet per side, lots
of extras Call 753-8500.

PRICE SHAVE $1.25

HAIRCUT $1.50
1.6.06.1 a Mow wt. pioe. cad /Si 36IS ••• de,

•••••‘• Moe, PWila kw..•
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39. Poultry-Supplies

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

Floored and ready.. Up to 12 a 24. Also born style, offices, cottages, mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U'
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
60. Buy the best for less.
;IMO Pe011 Ill S P N ill Wal P al
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS,

,

41. P*ablic Sale
Yard sale. Saturday 18th, 9 )1
7 North 7th Extended, follow
signs. Avon, suitcases, lamps,
'acing seats, like new fall
dresses. clothes, dresser, lots
of odds and ends.
3 party basement sale, Friday
and Saturday. 7 til 4, 509
Chestnut Everything priced to
sell
moving
sale,
Garage
Everything. Friday. 9 am, 1300
South 16th.
Garage sale at William's Body
Shop, Industrail Road Open
every Friday and Saturday. New
items every week.
Garage sale, rain or shine,
Saturday 8 til 2 Half mile past
New Concord on Highway 444.
Household items, nic-nacs,
something for everyone Some
nice items Cheap
Moving sale. Microwave oven.
refrigerator, washer and dryer.
household items. Friday and
Saturday. 8 til 5. 1415 Dublin
Drive
Six party yard sale. Saturday
the 18th. 8 am til 7. 641 North,
fourth house on right after construction Lots of books,
clothing, household items
Saturday only. 9 til 3. garage
salel Household items, some
furniture, some baby things,
clothing. Go out to 121 N to
Stella, turn right on Squire
Potts, first house on right Rain
or shine
Two party yard sale 1406
Sycamore, Friday the 17th from
8 til 7
Yard sale, Friday, 5-8 pm,
Saturday 8-3 pm, 805 Sunny
Lane Furniture, clothing, curtains and bedspreads. much
more
Yard sale. Friday and Saturday,
August 17 and 18, from 8 am
til 5 pm at Haley home. 14 mile
south of Dexter on 641. Antiques, furniture, homemade
quilts. clothing, etc.

I

er

BUYER BE AWARE
A very nice four
bedroom older home
in Kirksey. The living
room, dining room and
kitchen are "neat as a
pin.- There is also a
full basement and a 40
x 50 block building
suitable for a clean-up
shop or garage. All
situated on a large lot.
This could be the living and business combination you've been
looking for. Low $40's.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 or come by
conveniently
our
located office at 711
Main.
Choice Waterfront, lake view
and small acre tracts near lake
at Hamlin, KY. about 10 miles
east of Murray. All have -good
building sites. This property
can be purchased with a low
down payment and the balance
financed at less than bank
rates We also have sevrial lake
area homes for sale. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor. 1111
Sycamore Street, Murray., 7530101 or 753-7531.

BOYD MAJ
REAL ESTATE
753 8080

SEstate Auction Sale

'02,> __

Saturday, August 18th
At 10 a.m. rain or shine at the home place of the late
Mr. Howard L. Bowland in Farmington, KY.
Will have for sale a complete house of furniture.
Nice poster bedroom suite, couch and chair, fancy
iron bed, a beautiful Murphy bed complete, might
be walnut. Old truck, complete wash stand, oak ice
box, old kitchen cabinet, with flour bin, two drop
leaf tables, other old tables, metal kitchen cabinet,
tredal sewing machine, old oil lamp, oak water keg,
two oak rockers, cane bottom chairs, yard set, electric heaters, Speed Queen washer, GE refrigerator,
chrome dinette set, black and white t.v., a real good
gas home heater, made by perfection with blowers,
quilt box and old quilts, old picture frames, platform rocker, old glass and china, old corn sheller,
patent date 1895, cast iron fire shovel, rubber tire
wheel barrow, hand, garden and carpenter tools.
Many more items too numerous to mention. Eats
and drinks available. Not responsible for accidents.
Sale conducted by

Dan Miller
Auction Service
For more information call 435-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky.
All Real Estate auction held jointly with BoydMajors Real Estate.
Don Farris
Dan Miller
Auctioneer
App.
Aectionmw
'Our service Doesn't Cost it Poysi
49

go
S
JOR
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PREFERRED HOMES

,

12th Street
1°5 N.
753-8080

43. Real Estate
Need lots of room? Here's a 5 bedroom 2 bath
home with living room, fireplace and den.
Tbere's also a 30 x 50 concrete block work shop
and it's all situated on approximately 3 acres. It
could be used in a variety of ways Reduced to
$55,000.

•

27. Mobile Home Sales
For sale by owner 1978 New
Moon trailer, 14x64, and 5
acres. 2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
electric heat and carpet
throughout. Like new Can be
bought with or without land.
Call 436-2232.
Mobile home, newly decorated.
two bedrooms, ready to move
in to Must see to appreciate
Call 753-4174.
1969, 12x60, two bedroom, 1
bath, large kitchen, some furnishing. Reasonable to interested party. Call 436-2517.
1973 12 X 65 two bedroom, liv
ing room bath, large kitchen.
gas heat Includes furniture for
living room, dinette, kitchen
appliances, and some bedroom
furniture Call 753-1389.

idatm tor stor 4bc oa full of
furniture cors onhques
etc
business overflows
Phone 753-761 8 otter 5 00

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

50 laying hens tor sale Call
436-2745

26. TV-Radio
Channel Master, Cross Fire t.v
antenna. 753-3509
Maco 300 bilateral amatuer
linear worth $1 per watt now
only $250. 492-8834
Pierce Simpson Bengal AMSSB. CB. base or mobile with
slider. New was $449, now
$200. 492-8834
Repossesed 25 inch color tit
Take up monthly payment. Warranty. J & B Music. 753-7575.
Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna,
can talk to Canada and Mexico
New $150. now $75. 4928834.
Wantedt 100 used t.v.s b-w or
color Will give $50. $100, or
up to $200 on trade in for a
Magnavox touch tune t.v. Bring
it in at Clayton's-1 & B Music,
Dixieland Center, Murray. KY.
Zenith color t.v., cabinet
model, excellent condition,
$100. 437-4155.

Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent

Room for rent, two blocks from Hay for sale. Round bales and
University. $65 00 per month square bales Days 753-5341.
Utilities included Boys only. nights 753-8766
Call 436-2411 or 753-4140
Lrvestock for sale or trade:
34. HOUSES For Rent
goats. ponres. rabbits. Call 4362 bedroom duplex apartments 5411
and 3 bedroom house One One hundred bales of straw
block from University 753- $1.50 per bale 753-8555.
2649 or 753-5791
Produce your own meat supply
Small one bedroom house in Raise rabbits from red, white.
Almo. Furnished Girls or cou- and blue pedigreed stock
ple, $110 per month 753- Breeding stock available from
6973.
show quality strain Call 753Two bedroom houie for rent. 6843 Pleasant Grove Rabbitry
$165 per month 753-3582
38. Pets-Supplies
lake
on
Two bedroom house
Beginners obedience classes to
Quiet, married couple only No be started September 1. for 10
children Deposit and lease re- weeks at Paradise Kennels
quired. 753-0212 or 436-5459 Must sign up in advance Class
Three bedroom, fully carpeted, will be limited For more inforair conditioned For rent. mation call 753-4106
Phone 436-2266.
Four year old saddle bred mare
-Call after 5 pm, 759-1192
36. For Rent Or Lease Labrador Retrievers, AKC..excellent pedigree for field or
show. Also AKC black female
For
Space
Office
Great Dane, 6 months 153Rent. Coll 7534106

Learn To Play Yourself

23. Exterminating

36. For Rent Of Lease a Real Estate

et 4,
7::
.
•V

IP*
1.
Mil;

•

Excellent 3 bedroom, 1 1,2 bath home in rustic setting near Ky. Lake. On extra large lug with additional lots available, central heat
and air with
fireplace thermostat connections. Not pictured
Is
a 12x28 brick workshop with electricity and
plumbing. Priced well below replacement OA.

JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753 7411 Anytime

OR
Ron Talent 75311194

Lou An Philpot 753-61143

lee Kenney, 436.5676

Another new listing - Located
on Highway 280 in Pottertown,
this nice home has 3
bedrooms, bath with tub and
shower. 10 closets, living room
with fireplace, large garden
spot, new carpet upstairs.
garage, storm windows and sits
on just over an acre. See at
$31,500 Nelson Shroat Co
759-1707.
Beginner's luck' Clean, extra
nice. 2 bedroom mobile home
located on tree shaded corner
lot or a perfect ending for
retirees' For more information
call 153-1492 offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Just listed A nice double wide
mobile home with 1500 square
foot. Sitting on 4 lots in Kentucky Lake dev This affords
quiet living near the lake Wood
burning stove with plenty of
firewood already cut for winter,
central heat and air, nice
carpeting, and RNA deep well.
See at Oniy $15,500 Nelson
Shroat Co. 759-1707..
Two bedroom, 2 bath mobile
home on nice lot. This is a very
comfortable home remodeled
just recently. Reduced to
$9500. Nelson Shroat Co. 7591707.

on quiet street. Has
New on the market, this 3 BR , 1 ''7 both home, is located
new heat pump.
fireplace,
Franklin
year.
past
been completely redecoroted in the
$46,000.
yard.
back
Fenced in

INCOME.OPPORTUNITY
Follow the expert's advice on beating inflation, and invest in this duplex at. 1611
Miller, elec, heat, newly carpeted, new inlaid in kitchen and bath, recently pointed
inside and out. Ranges and Refrigerators included. Rents for $I 35. each side A
good investment at $29,95O.

Audro Moody 753-9036 Warren Shropshire 753-8277 Barbara Erwin 753 4136
Reuben Moody 753-9036
Horner Miller 753-7519
B.B. Hook 753 2387
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
43. Real Estate
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441.

Juldren need a big house! The
one we have lust listed has
plenty of 100M for everyone 5
bedrooms and 2 baths located
on quiet street Priced in the
$30's.Call for
an
appointment
753 1492 Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors
Do you need a good highway
business location' Look no
more Our listing of property on
94 East about one mile from
town is on a heavily travelled
road with traffic to and from
the lake area Property consists
of about 1' acre with a building
with a large showroom, work
area, large outside display area,
good lighting and plenty of
parking area Property is
suitable for auto sales and service, furniture sales. marine
sales etc. If you are in need of
a good commercial property at
a reasonable price call John C
Neubauer. Realtor, 1111
Sycamore St . Murray 7537531 or call Linda Drake 7530492

A PROVEN
METHOD OF
MARKETING
YOUR HOME.
OLDER HOME!!!
Older part of town.
Lots of room, great
candidate
for
remodeling. Could also
Eie converted to high
return
income
producing property.
For your ,new tax
shelter or remodeling
project just give us a
call. 753-7411.
JO.Smith. halter

753-7411 (anytime)
late
ture
ancy
ght
k ice
drop
met,
keg,
elecator,
good
ers,
plat-her,
tire
tools
Eats
ents.
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Reduced $3000 - This nice 2
bedroom. 2 bath home with
beamed ceiling and fireplace
in living room. Sitting on approximately 1 acre. Has been
reduced to $19-.000 Wood
siding exterior and more.
Nelson Shroat Ca, 759-1707.

43. Real Estate

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

WILSON
INSURANCE
& FT AL ESTATE
153-3163 ANYTIME
392 8.121k St.

Reduce food cost! Plant a
garden in large back yard of
the 3 bedroom basement
home 1 acre m-1 with small
barn for horse Call 753
1492 Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors
School days are coming. Invest
in money making duplex near
University. Both apartments are
neat and clean Good income
opportunity for $36,500. Call
Guy Spann Realty, 753-7724,

Maur',lentimky

753-4451

1

A PROVEN
METHOD OF
MARKETING
YOUR HOME.

Excellent 3 bedroom,
P-2 bath home in rustic
setting near Ky. Lake.
On extra large lot with
additional
lots
available, central heat
and air with fireplace
thermostat connections. Not pictured is a
12x28 brick workshop
with electricity and
plumbing. Priced well
below replacement
cost.
John Smith. Resiter

753-7411 (anytime)

44. lots For Sale

HANG OUT
THE WELCOME
SIGN
At this neat three
bedroom brick on
Peggy Ann Drive. This
house has two baths,
large living room,
kitchen-den combination, 2 car garage with
electric door opener,
central heat and air,
fully equipped kitchen,
and lovely landscaped
yard. All this for only
$42,500. Don't miss this
one. Just listed. Phone
Kopperud Realty 7531222 for friendly
courteous real estate
service,

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

Call 436-2742
After 6 P.M.

Auction Sale

Boyd's Trailer Park, 21/2 miles
east on 94, 2 acres of land, 5
nice trailers, two with central
heat and air. 5 spaces rented,
2 vacant. Income of $800.00
a month. Priced in the 50's.

753-2377

53. services offija- 53. Services Offered
Additions Repair work cir- Ciuse of Ole. Expert furniture
culating fireplaces, roofing, in- stripping and refinishing. 1surance work Call Murray 521-7941. Open from 8-5. Free
pickup and delivery. 200 N
Remodeling 753-5167
Main, Benton, KY
Dog Grooming. All breeds. By Insulation blown in by
Sears,
appointment. Pick up and save on these high
heating and
delivery. Connie Lampe, 436- cooling
bills. Call Sears, 7532510.
2310, for free estimates.
Do You need stumps removed Ken's Lawnmower
repair. 718
from your yard or land cleared
South 4th. Fast service. 753of stumps? We can remove
7400.
stumps-duo to 24' below the
ground, leaving only sawdust Licinsed Electrician and gas inand chips. Call for free stallation will do plumbing,
estimate. Steve Shaw 753- heating and air conditioning
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343. Call 753-7203
Experienced carpenter, fram- Licensed electrician Service
ing or finish work. Reasonable calls our speciality Call
rates Call 759-1785 after 4 Earnest White 753-0605
lin United F eaiure Syndicate ,rti, PM.
Need a carpenter? Will do
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call paneling additions or what
"Truman would have known how to han- Sears 753-2310 for free have you Call 436-2516
die Congress on energy. He would have estimates for your needs.
Small Engine repair, efficient
moved their special parking lots to theFor your chain link fencing mechanic on duty at all times
needs, contact Montgomery Contact Montgomery Ward
other side of the Potomac."
Ward. Free estimates. 753- Catalog Store 753-1966
49. Used Cars
53. Services Offered
1966,
Will do plumbing, heating and
Concrete and block work Block For your home alterations, air conditioning, repairs and
1976 AMC Pacer, red with
garages, basements, driveways, repair, and remodeling, also remodeling around the home,
white vinyl, power, automatic,
walks, patios, steps, free new homes and commercial, such as, painting, carpentry,
and air Less than 10.000 estimates.
and concrete. 153-2211 -or
753-5476.
call 753-6123
miles. Local, one owner Call
vinyl
Carpet and
installed, free Guttering by Sears. Sears con- 753-9600.
753-2772 after 4 pm.
estamates, 7 years experience tinous gutters installed per
1968 Buick Skylark, power, air, in this
CARTER STUDIO
area. Call Bob Mills at your specifications. Call Sears
good condition, $500. 753- 492-8436.
WEDDINGS &
753-2310 for free estimates.
9758 after 5 pm.
Whatever
service.
Carpentry
PORTRAITS
Hugh
Outland
roofing,
ex1976 Chrysler Cordoba. 400
lean burn, burns regular gas, your needs, old or new quality cellent references. Call 759753-8298
1718 evenings.
leather interior, 37,000 miles, work. Call 753-0565
excellent gas mileage. (Was
wife's car). 492-8834.

Beautiful wooded acre lot for
sale by owner. 5 miles north of
Murray. Subdivision off Route
641. Split rail fence on property line. Call 753-0091
Lot on Kentucky lake near Murray at Pine Edge Shore. Walking :.distance to water. Must 1976 LTD Wagon, 43.000
sale. $1200. Call 1-239-7215 miles, like new. Will trade for a
or 1-443-6045.
late model pickup. Give or
trade difference. 753-7523.
45. Farms For Sale
For Sale' 55 'acres by owner. 1977 Oldsmobile stationwagon
Would sell a portion. Call 753- 3 seater, gold, loaded. AM-FM
8 track, 39,000 miles, ex8555
cellent condition. Call after 5
46. Homes For Sale
pm, 753-8120.
By owner: 81
/
2 acres with 3
Pontiac Firebird. power
.1978
bedroom brick home, 2 baths.
steering,
brakes, and air, AMcentral heat and air. near
Puryear. Will sell less than ap- FM tape, cruise, excellent conpraised value. Call (901) 247- dition. 753-3643 or 759-4195.
3259.
50. Used Trucks

47. Motorcycles

1972 CB Honda 100. Good running condition, 2 helmets included. $175. Call 753-8664.
Far sale: CB 3601, 1976, real
good condition, looks like new,
$750. Call 753-5677.
For sale 1979 Yamaha XS-400,
very low mileage, excellent
condition $1450. Will give 2
helmets. Call 435-4133
3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located at
1975 Harley Davidson, fully
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kitdressed, less than 10,000 acchen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newly
tual miles. Phone 753-9472
after 5 pm.
•
carpeted. Priced at $27,000.
1978 750 Honda, 6.000 miles,
excellent condition. Call 1-8386671 after 5 pm
1972 Model 500 Kawaski,
3000 actual miles, $1000 Call
753-5463 or 753-0144
• 1977 Superglide Call 7533324 before tind after 67531960.
Saturday, August 18th, 10 a.m. at the 1978 Yamaha 400 CC road
late Harold Lawerence home in Kirksey, bike, like new. 2,000 miles,
$800. 1976 Yamaha 125.
Ky.
1.500 miles, road or trail, like
Will sell furniture, appliances, living room suite,
new. $450. 437-4155.
upright freezer, refrigerator, washer and dryer, wr1977 Yamaha 11'-500 dirt bike,
inger washer, tables, choirs, dresser, cabinet,
$625. 1971 YZ 100, in good
heaters, fans, small appliances, large shops piled full
condition. Call 753-6451 days
of good tools, plumbing and hand tools, drills, saws,
and 753-4443 after 5 pm
pipe cutters, threaders, testers, wrenches, chain saw,
48:Auto. Services
lawn mower, tillers, 12 gouge Browning, model 2,
A set of factory over the load
automatic shotgun. Winchester 22 caliber rifle, 2
springs for F100 pickup $90
wheel utility trailer, 169 gallon fuel tank for pickup,
Call 753-5463 or 753-0144
wheel borrows, ladders, lots more. 1960 Chevy
pickup, 1958 Ford pickup with tool box bed. This is
49. Used Cars
iusi a small part of the listing
1975 Ford Gran Torino, good
condition, power and 'air. 1959
For information call
Ford. 6 cylinder pickup, short
bed, $395. Call 489-2595.
1975 Honda Civic, 2-door hatchback. low mileage, good gas
mileage 753-7932 in evenings
1916 Camaro Rally Sport. low
mileage, power steering and
brakes, air conditioned, new
tires. Call 437-4832
1950 Ford Club Coupe for sale.
Good running car. good condition, $1250. Phone 753-1223
iyite4etelt
days.
1972 Ford Gran Torino, complete engine, transmission, rear
end Needs front cap,. $250
After 6 pm phone 753-9759. •

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

de. A

de Cour I Squo,e

2 bã., from• house
located in the city of
Murray, ideal for rental, retired or small
family only 512,000.

Chester's Auction Service
Lynn Grove, Ky.
435-4128

1611
inted

43. Real Estate

_a

53. Services Offered
*t basement? We make wet
bebements dry. work completely %uarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co..
Route 2 Box 4094. Paducah
KY 42001, or call day or night
1-442-4026.
Willies interior and exterior
painting. For free estimates
call 1591867.
Will haul anything that will fit
in a pickup truck. 753-5857
Your trees could be silently suffering from insect attack and
or fungus disease A new
method of pesticide injection
to your trees can correct most
of these problems easily and
quickly. Scientific and effective Call today, EPA certified.
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control, Inc., 100 South 13th
Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 753-3914. 33 years of
experience in pest control

53. Services Offered
Siding, aluminum vinyl steel
Free estimates Call 1-2477201 day or night
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson 753-6763
or 753-4545

56:Free Column
Four kittens to be given away
Phone 753-5764
Free Kittens to give away to
good homes Housebroken and
good mousers Call 436-5502

57. Wanted
Wanted' farm families interested in a top notch maior
medical group hospital
coverage Call Bennett &
Associates 753-7273
Wanted male student to share
apartment 2 blocks off cam
pus Call collect 821-4288 days
or 821-1772 nights

171
/
2 Acres of Land
14 Prime Farm Land
31
/
2 Wooded Lot

$1800 per acre
Call 492-8339

Vendido!

Our sign
means
'Sold'
in any
language

By Owner 1978 Beauville Van,
8 passenger all power, tilt
cruise, cloth captains chairs.
Michelien tires, low mileage
Call after 6 pm, 753-6760
1969 Doge grain truck. 2 ton.
flatbed dump. Call after 5 pm,
492-8832
1976 Jeep 1973 VW camper
van Call 492-8430 after 5 pm

51. Campers
1978 Camper, pop-up,
Palamino Yearling. Ice box,
sink, gas stove, gas furnace,
like new. $1500. Call after
4:30 pm 474-8866.

When you're ready to sell your borne, our
sign really does speak the language of quick
results.
We put a lot behind it - from our exclusive
Homes For Living magazine to our affiliation
with more than 2,000 Homes For Living real
estate offices throughout the United States,
Canada and the Caribbean.
With pictures, descriptions and prices, the
magazine goes to buyers here. And, through
our affiliates, it reaches the out-of-town
buyers who represent one-third of all home
sales. In fact, more than one-and-a -half
million Homes For Living magazines are
published each month.
So whether you're selling or buying, put
our sign to work for you. It speaks your kind
of language. Tout de suite! Pronto! Fast!
Call us today.

"We Sell America"... Right Here In Your Home Town!

52. Boats and Motors
For sale 14' ft. Fiberglass
Runabout boat. 25 hp Johnson
motor and trailer, $325 Call
753-0528 after 430 pm.
24 foot Pontoon, coast gaurd
equipped, 55 horse Johnson
outboard motor. 436-2367
after 6 pm.
Small sailing dinghy with
trailer, $400. Call 436-5340.

53. Services Offered
Alcoa Aluminum siding and
trim. Call after 6 pm. 7531873. Jack Glover.
Bushhogging Discing. grading,
preparing garden for planting,
and yard work. Call 753-6123.
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing.
aluminum siding, gutters, and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1362-4895.
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient service. Custom Carpet Care. 4892774.
cleaning,
Carpet
free
estimates satisfied references
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827 or 753-5816
Compare and save on chain
link fencing. Circle A Fencing.
753-8407.
Can't get those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry, painting, plumbing, aluminum
siding, patios, small concrete
jobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm.

Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured an
experienced.,Call 759-1176 day or night.

ri

isk a.
Extremely attractive 2 bedroom brick
home located near Kirksey. Home has central heat and ahir, 12" insulation in ceiling,
lovely and step-saving kitchen with large
pantry. Just like new.

COUNTRY LIVING
CLOSE TO TOWN
Just listed this 4 bedroom,2 bath home on 2
lots for only 835,000. Yes the price is right
and located only 1 1'2 miles from town. Better not wait too long on this one Phone us
today.

ANOTHER NEW LISTING
Four bedroom 2 story home with central
gas heat and excellent location near the
old city park . $33,000.

SIMPLE ARITHMETIC
Add Location; add space; add price;
results: a good buy. This recently
redecorated 3 bedroom home has just been
listed through Kopperud Realty. Besides
being a very neat, well kept home, there is
a metal outside storage building, and fenced backyard. Don't miss this one. 30's.

al

A REAL CHARMER
Redecorated home on Whitnell Avenue
within easy walking distance to shopping
areas. Lovely landscaping and fenced
backyard. Priced in the 30's.

FOR SALE,
Sixteen Foot Starcraft Runabout
Boat.
Equipped with vinyl top, bow, sturn
and
side curtains. Has a 85 N.Pa
rMercury
motor and tilt Dilly trailer. Excellent
family boat. 53,000.00. Call
753-1919
ask for Koren between 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
or
753-0588.

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

1st TIME OFFERED

Move right into this very attractive brick
home near the university. Hardwood
floors, fireplace in living room and affordable price - $31,900. Phone Kopperud•
Realty, 753-1222.

VACANTIMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
Owner has moved and wants to deal on this
3 bedroom brick home with fireplace, attached garage with breezeway, and excellent location. 1 Mile from city limits.
Mid 30's.

mimeo 0

IF TIFFANEY'S SOLD HOMES
THEY'D STOCK THIS GEM
Just listed, 3 bedroom, 2 bath home on 2
acres, just 4 miles from the city limits. Kitchen has just been redecorated including
floor, wallpaper and cooking island. There's a
Franklin stove in the family room and central
electric heat and air. Priced in the 40's.

HANG OUT THE WELCOME SIGN
at this neat 3 bedroom brick on Peggy Ann
Drive. This house has 2 baths, large living
room, kitchen-den combination., 2 car
garage with electric door opener, central
heat and air, fully equipped kitchen and
lovely landscaped yard. All this for only
$42,500. Don't miss this one. Just listed.
Phone Kopperud Realty. 753-1222.

Evenings Call:

711 Main
Murray, Ky.
753-1222
(24-Hour Phone)

Don Bailey 759-4577
Bill Rayburn 759-4900
Shirley Wilferd 753-3043
Geri Andersen 753-7932
George Gallagher 753-8129
Bill Kopperud 753-1222
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Mark Miller Participates
In Land Between The
Lakes Intern Program

Final Rites Today
For Mr. Miller
Final rites for Clifford A.
Miller of Lynn Grove are
being herd today at 1 p.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home with
Harrell Irwin officiating and
Billy Dan Orr as leader for the
singers from the Williams
Chapel Church of Christ where
he was a member.
Donald Crawford, Earl
Mark
Ferguson,
Gene
Ferguson, Gene Jones, Eli
Lilly, Dan Gardner, Lancie
Murdock,
Morris, Billy
Eldridge Pickard, James
Harris, Floyd Hart, and Will
J. Smith are serving as active
and honorary pallbearers.
Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Miller,64, died Tuesday
at 2:45 a.m. at the Baptist
Memorial Hospial, Memphis,
Tenn.
;He .is- suryived by his _age,
Mrs. Sylvia Butterworth
Miller, Lynn Grove; mother,*
Mrs. Murel Neal. Murray;
James
Mrs.
_daughter,
. den, and two grand-Hoii7s
children, Gaye and Jay
Housden. Hazel; one brother,
Otis Rieves Miller, Golconda.

Magic Tri Bowling
League To Have
Organizational Meet
The Magic Tri Bowling
its
have
will
League
organizational meeting for the
fall on Tuesday, Aug. 21, at 7
p.m. at the Community Room,
Federal Savings and Loan
Building, Main and Seventh
Streets, Murray.
All ladies interested in
bowling in the league on
Tuesday nights are urged to
be at the meeting, according
to Mary Harris, president, and
Billie Hall, secretary.

Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT. today. furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp ,of Murray, are as follows
-0 17

Industrial Average
Aur Products ....
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Bonanza
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G.A.F.
General Dynarnics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich .
Hardees
Heublein.
I.B.M.
Jerico
K Mart .
Peiumalt
Quaker Oats
Tappan
Texaco
Wal Mart
Wendy,

13% -4
744 unc
.
.20% -1-%
564 1-4.4
34B 34A
6% -4
.42's -1,9
...11 -4
.11% -44
..41% -%
. 59% +44
.. 21%
.. 214 unc
.... 15 -4
. 29% +4
. .71's -4
21.4B 2244A
26% +44
. 34% uric
. 25% -%
127.• -44
.. 274 uric
304 +4
174B 11144A

County arrived
ATTEND CAMP — Twenty-three fifth and sixth graders from Calloway
Currie is one
Camp
instruction.
and
fun
outdoor
of
week
at Camp Currie Monday for a
Department of Fish
state
the
by
operated
camps
education
conservation
of the three
in the Department's
and Wildlife Resources. The campers, who have all participated
week 4'wimming,
the
spend
will
schools,
the
in
Program
Conservation Education
conservation
safety,
boating
in
boating, and fishing and will also receive instruction
and safe gun handling.

...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Andrew Young, who resigned
as U.S. ambassador to the
after
Nations
United

Woody Allen Of
Nunn Campaign To
Speak Here Friday
Woody Allen of the Kentucky Committee for Louie
Nunn for Governor will speak
at a public meeting to be held
Friday, Aug. 17, at 7 p.m. at
the Calloway County Court
House, according to James C.
Williams, Calloway County
Campaign Manager for Nunn.
Williams said Allen will
present the Nunn program at
the meeting which is open to
the public.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
August 16. 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 502 Eat. 700 Barrows &
Guts 25-.50 higher Sows steady $1.00
higher
US 1-2260-230 lbs. $37.25-37.50 few 37.75
$77.0047.25
US 2 200-240 lbe.
$36 00-3700
US 2-3 240-250 lbs
US 2-4 260-M0 I he
Sows
$26.00-27.00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
. $25.00-26.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
824 00-27 00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs
T27.00-28.50
US 1-3 500-650 lbs
*2400-35.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Boars 22.00-25.00

unauthorized talks with the
Liberation
Palestine
Organization, may still hold
the post when the Palestinian
issue comes to a head in the
U.N.
White House officials say
President Carter will replace
Young with "due care and
deliberate consultation." So
he may attend resumed
Security Council debate next
Thursday on resolutions 'op;
posed by the United States
that support the Palestinian
drive for statehood.
WASHINGTON

AP

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP — USDA EsUanated receipts cattle and calves 300.
feeders 50 percent slaughter steers and
heifers untested, cows steady to weal.
bulls fully Stead), other slaughler claases
and feeders steady
Slaughter cows commerctal 3-5 42.2551 M. utility 1-3 46.50-53 75: cutter 1-2 45.17052 50. slaughter bulls yield grade 1-2 10651505 lb indicating 77-79 carca11 boning
percent 6000-42 00 yield grade 2 9115-1000
lb indicating 72-77 percent 52.50-54.00.
slaughter calves and vealers choice 210-290
lb sealers 83.0049.00, choice 370-396 lb
calves 73.00-77 00: feeder steers chore 210200 lb 106.00-12700 . 340-435 lb 90 00-100 00.
mixed good and choice 350-400 lb 90004230. good 425-475 lb 61 20.6230. heifers
choice 130-215 lb 870047 00, 360-410 lb
74.50-74.10. good 400-655 lb 55004235
Hogs 500, barrows and gilts 50 higher.
US 1-2 tu-no lb 3930-3935, 2 210-240 lb
36.4549.00; 2-3 215-255 lb 77 WM 45: sows
steady. US 1-2 300-450 lb 2740-2075. 450-575
lb TT 75-29 43 boars over 300 lb 24.50-29 10
Sheep 25 untested early

WHEN YOU NEED
A CLEAR VIEW
OF INSURANCE...
We know the insurance territory
like no one else around. We
can offer you coverages such as
auto, homeowners, and health
protection at a reasonable
price . . . and back them with
prompt, fair claim service.

Bob Bonney
Ins,
107 N.4th Murray

753-4937
s_

-

—

Representing
FEDERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY

4:2

Carrier
Needed
Apply In Person At
Mirrray Ledger & Times

GOLDEN POND, KY. -Mark Miller, a senior
recreation major at Murray
State University, is participating in the internship
program at TVA's Land
Between The Lakes 1-13L ), a
170,000-acre public demonstration area in western
Kentucky and Tennessee.
Miller, from Murray, is
working with the recreation
staff at LBL, programming
for campers and overseeing
the campground activities. He
said that he hopes to gain
professional experience and
use his ability and creativity
in programing for the campers during his 15-week internship.
Students participating in the
program may receive a salary
on a contract basis between
TVA and their university.
They may also receive college
credit for their participation.
Other practicurn students
work as staff members in
family campgrounds; group
camps; the Environmental
Center; The
Education
Hosmeplace - 1850, a living
history farm; or the administrative office at Golden
Pond, Kentucky.
The program originated in
1964 with the development of

INTERNATIONAI
PLYMOUTH, England
I AP) — The toll in the Fastnet
yacht race disaster stood
today at 17 men dead, two
more missing and feared
drowned, and 21 yachts sunk.
or abandoned. But only one
yacht with a crew of eight
aboard was still not accounted
for, the Royal Ocean Raring
Club said.
j, Ships and aircraft were
looking for the last straggler,
the Kalisana,a British boat
MOSCOW I AP) — President
Nicolae
Ceausescu
of
Romania, the maverick
leader in the Soviet Bloc, is
again disrupting communist
solidarity, angering other
East European leaders and
upsetting tens of thousands of
summer vacationers.
Ceausescu's government is
requiring
the
foreign
motosists who pour through
his country to the Black Sea
resorts of Romania and
Bulgaria to pay for their
gasoline in Western currencies.
In 1950, Canada and the
United States signed two
agreements to avoid double
taxation of their citizens and
to prevent income tax evasion.

Announces
The Opening Of An Office To
Practice Public Accounting.
floursliyAppointment
PostofficeBox453
753-8918

Louisville Woman
Shot While Breaking
Into Apartment

9

mem

*Ow ‘.41111 a411*=Ow

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Lana Kay Bryant, 28, of
Louisville was shot to death
Wednesday morning as she
was allegedly breaking into
the apartment of Annedra C.
Brown, 39. Police have
charged Ms. Brown with
murder, a police spokesman
said.
"The door Auld been forced
open and it appeared the
woman who fired the shot was
standing behind the door,"
said Jefferson County Deputy
Coroner Robert Carter. He
said the Bryant woman died
as the result of.a shotgun blast
in the right side of her back.
Ms. Brown called police
shortly before 6 a.m. to report
she had just shot someone she
believed had been trying to
break into her first-floor
apartment, officers said.

1973 Caprice
Four door, burgundy with white vinyl top,
burgundy cloth interior, power steering and
brakes, air conditioner, A_M-FM, approximately
64,000 miles, one family owned car.

$1575.00
GM CliMigv
TERVICIE PARrS

Keep That Great GM Feeling

p.m

01311312.1 NOVAS PRAMS CrVIS1001

With Genuine GM Parts

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, rnc.
753-2617

641 South
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To celebrate the arrival of
RCA's most advanced TV ever:
new 1980 ColorTrak

RCA

'80
iew
Prev
TRADE-IN TIME

NATIONAL
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —
In a case attorneys say may
be a landmark — and a
warning to religious institutions — a jury awarded a
Portland woman more than $2
million because, for her, the
promises of a better life
through Scientology didn't
come true.
Julie C. Titchbourne, 21,
claimed church courses she
took in 1975 failed to live up to
claims they would help her
with her college classwork,
develop her creativit and
raise her IQ test scores.

BOSTON AP) — American
hospitals could save $100
million to $200 million a year if
doctors stopped prescribing
unnecessary doses of antibiotics after their patients
undergo surgery, researchers
say.

Certified Public Accountant

1211. to TVA. Around 350
students from over 60 colleges'
and universities have par46
including
ticipated,
students from around 30
universities this summer

Jody Powell choked back sobs
as he read Jimmy Carter's
acceptance of Andy Young's
stunned
to
resignation
reporters.
That may help illustrate the
close relationship between the
president of the United States
and his outspoken ambassador to the United
Nations. When Carter named
Young to the post in 1976, he
called him "one of the best
personal friends I have in the
world."

CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas
AP) — ,Thick swaths of
runaway Mexican crude oil
coated nearly three miles of
glistening resort beaches on
South Padre Island early
today, and officials say_
tourism is down 30 percent. .
Coast Guard Lt. Crndr Jim
Paskewich said late Wednesday night that the
brownish-black goo was
washing up on the white sand
beaches just north of a plush
strip of hotels and condominums.

MIKE KELLER
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SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Now! Trade up to new 1980 RCA ColorTrak TV and get BIG $$$
for your old color set—regardless of its age, make or condition
Offer good between Aug 16 and Oct 13, 1979

25 50 $75 $100
TRADE ALLOWANCE
on 19' diagonal
table model F0475

TRADE ALLOWANCE
on 25" diagonal models
F0528, 530R. GD702,
704, 705 and 708

TRADE ALLOWANCE
on 25"..diagonal console
Models GD730, 734. 735.
736 737 and 738

TRADE ALLOWANCE
or 25" diagonal remote
cdntrol consoles GD760R.
764R. 765R and 768R

Trade in, trade up to RCA Coloffrak—
it gets the color right with 8 automatic color systems

ADOtrOnMOM
Automatic
Color
Control

Automatic
Fleshtone
Correction

Automatic
Contrast
Color
Tracking

Automatic
Light
Sensor

BlackLock
Contrast
Circuit

EnergySuper
ChanneLock
AccuFilter Electronrt
efficient
,
Picture Tube Tuning
XtendedLife
Chassis

753-1713

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

